Spheroid theory of everything (by Guy Abitbol):
The universe is just space filled with G particles that are oriented, translated, rotated & clustered in specific ways; Its true because if we assume so, we can derive/explain all properties of the universe as follow:
- If an individual G particle doesn’t rotate we will call it G; G can translate with any v, orient in any direction & it’s the most common particle in space;
- If a cluster of ~10^24 G’s (standing very close, see picture) rotates (together) mainly (mean also most powerfully) about its y axis (ω(2)) we call it electron (e);
- If this e rotates mainly in opposite direction we call it positron (e+)
- If G rotates mainly in the direction of e^+ & translate we call it Ge;
- If G rotates mainly in the direction of e & translate we call it Ge^+;

Rule 1: Electric field generation: If e collide with G (G particles fly in space with every orientation & every velocity) it will transform the G mainly (usually & most powerfully) into Ge (see rule 1 proof); By symmetry e^+ will transform any colliding G mainly into Ge^+ particle; We call Ge & Ge^+ electric field.
Rule 2: Attraction: If Ge\(^+\) collide with e particle it will usually attract it; (see rule 2 proof){by symmetry Ge colliding with e\(^+\) usually attract it}

Rule 3: Repulsion: If Ge collide with e it will usually repel it; (see rule 3 proof) {by symmetry Ge\(^+\) particle colliding with e\(^+\) usually repel it}

- All particles can translate but only G particle can orient in any direction;
- So, e\(^+\) & e attract each other; and e\(^+\) & e\(^+\) or e & e repel each other; {This is true no matter what position these particles take in space because G particles translate in every direction & orientation and fill up most space}
- Thus, the angular velocity\((\omega(2))\) of e\(^+\) & e particle is what we call charge. {same as temperature is translational velocity}.

Property 1: Electric force on \(q_1=Fe_1=(c^2*10^{-7}q_1q_2r_21)/|r_{21}|^3\). c=speed of light=299,792,458 [m/s]; \(q_1&_2=\text{non overlapping spheres stationary with respect to each other}\) \(q=\text{charge}[C]\); Explanation 1: The description of charge as \(\omega(2)\) of e\(^+\)\& e particles & Ge\(^+\)& Ge as intermediate particles explain why the force reduce with distance by \(1/|r|^2\); its because Ge\(^+\) & Ge spread out in 3D(sphere surface= \(4*\pi*|r|^2\)) ; \(q=\text{indicate number of e}^+\text{or e particles};\) (the more e particles the more Ge& more attraction or repulsion).

Only collisions that create high speed rotating G’s are important
- Proton creation: If $e^+$ collide with another $e^+$ at their edges they can combine (by inserted a little into each other) to create a non stable form (Intermediate axis rotation is not stable, see Mathematical proofs or my collision truths book) that over time & collision with G particles transform into a stable form & finally after more collisions like this p particle is formed (so, p is a cluster of ~1836 $e^+$). p size along its y axis is~1000*es1; where es1 is e size along its x axis; p size along x is es1 & p size along its z axis is es3; Because Angular momentum $L$ is conserved (it's not a law of nature, but a truth that can be derive from the definition of space & time, see my collision truths book) if: $e^+L=L$ of $e^+$; & $pL=L$ of p; $1836*e^+L=pL$; and thus $p\omega(2)=\omega(2)$ of p=$-e\omega(2)=-\omega(2)$ of e; \[ e^+L=e^+I*e^+\omega = [e^+I1,0,0,0; e^+I2,0;0,0,0; e^+I3]*e^+\omega = -eI1*e\omega(1) + eI3*e\omega(3) = -eI1*e\omega(2) = -em*(Gs1^2+es3^2)/5*e\omega(2); \]

- p will transform any colliding G mainly into Gp particle ($Gp=Ge^+$);
- p&e attract each other; p&p repel each other (see proof of rule 1,2,3);
- Because e,e+,Ge,Ge+,Gp have axis of symmetry & because p don’t rotate on its intermediate axis, the L of these particles will preserve, while they translate & they will have a periodic motion; and because their main $\omega$ component is so huge, there will be need a huge force to completely change the direction of their L;
Property 2: Electron captured; Explanation 2: If p particle collide with e particle at their edges they can combine (by inserted a little into each other) to create non stable form (Intermediate axis rotation isn't stable see mathematical proofs) that over time & collision with G particles transform into a stable form that we call neutron (n); n has ω(2)=0; {during this collision some G’s brake out & we call them neutrino};

Property 3: Beta emission: n particle in the nucleus can emit electron (beta-decay) & transform into proton (L preserved) while emitting also antineutrino. Explanation 3: If neutron slide in the nucleus it may be collided with the nucleus & a part of it (electron) is released (e particle has same ω direction like Gp), now in order to preserve L, n began to contribute to the ω of the nucleus and effectively transformed into p particle, the released antineutrino is just another G that brake out from the neutron during this process.

- Last 2 processes that change p to n or n to p are what we call weak forces;

Property 4: Nuclear fusion; Explanation 4: If p particle collide with another p at their edges they can combine (by inserted a little into each other) to create what we call Deuteron {contain 1 p & 1 n} {during this process 1 positron & 1 G(v) brake out}; If p particle collide with deuteron at their edges they can combine to create He$^3$ {contain 2 p & 1 n} If 2 He$^3$ collide at their edges they can combine & then brake up into 2 p & He; He also called α particle; & we call this process nuclear fusion (it happened in the sun);
- This little insertion of particles into each other & their mutual rotation is what hold them together and what we call the strong force (in order to explain how same charged particles hold together in tiny place).

**Property 5:** Alpha emission & spontaneous fission; **Explanation 5:** if the nucleus is too big a whole He particle (or even bigger part for fission) can slide out or brake as a result of collision with many unphase Ge’s due to unstable rotation (due to rotation about intermediate axis);

**Property 6:** positron emission; **Explanation 6:** If a part \(e^+\) of proton in the nucleus is released (e.g. by slipping) the proton \(\omega\) will become zero to preserve \(L\), so it is effectively transformed into n particle, during this process G particle (neutrino) brake out;

**Property 7:** The more protons the atom has (until 26 protons), the more difficult is to pull proton away from the atom. **Explanation 7:** The more p’s, the nucleus is more massive and will resist collision better, but when there are more then 26 p’s the shape become less stable (in a big nucleus the rotation is still not about intermediate axis, but the difference from the rotated axis to the intermediate axis become less and less significant and any tiny movement can change the rotated axis into an intermediate axis & makes the rotation unstable)
Magnets:

Rule 4a: Moving charge create magnetic field: If a charge move, when it hit G it will not only rotate it due to its $\omega(2)$, but it also push it due to its velocity, so it creates Ge/Ge$^+$ & also Gn&Gs particles which are perpendicular to Ge&Ge$^+$ we call them magnetic field (B); (Gn=north pole; Gs=south pole; B’s direction=from Gn to Gs); property 8: If charge moves with constant velocity it will create magnetic field at point r: $B=10^{-7}*q*(vXr)/|r|^3$; Thus, 2 currents in same direction attract each other; & 2 currents in opposite direction repel each other;

Explanation 8 option 1: The main mechanism is in the figures (opposite charges gives opposite B; Opposite movement direction gives opposite B; |B| is not depend on the identity of the particle (true also for p); Each type of e give same B (see next pages); When v increase more Gn’s, Gs’s formed; The more perpendicular v&r more Gn, Gs formed there);
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Red Arrow = Velocity
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Explanation option 2: The main mechanism is in the figures:

Red Arrow = Velocity

Explain why above & below current there are opposite B
Note that the magnetic field particles in option 2 mechanism have a specific directional velocity, which is used to defined their type (like the left handed neutrino);

In option 2 mechanism when a charge hit G in the direction of its motion, it will push it (align it perpendicular to e) and rotate it in an angle (or cause $\omega(3)$, in contrast to option 1 mechanism); in addition the charge will also hit G in to other side (the side that is opposite to its motion), but in this side it will rotate it without any angle;

In option 1 and in option 2, for each different charge movement there will be formed different Gn/Gs type particles; and different Gn/Gs type particle will also formed in each direction (for a specific charge movement);

In order to understand exactly which option is correct (can be other options also), and how Gn/Gs particles really look like exactly, the only way is to run my simulation, with different collisions of moving charge(e) and G’s; and then to find the most predominant (the most common and the most powerful) particle that formed(see proof of rule 1,2,3) and that have the properties of a magnetic field particle;
When e&p attract, e will never stand perfectly in front of p (by chance), so when p attract e over time, the many Gp particles will rotate e about X&Z axes (produce $\omega(1)$&$\omega(3)$ respectively); $\omega(3)$ cause e to precess (it’s possible because the G particles that compose e,p are not perfectly smooth spheroid & because sometime few G’s can slide out from the cluster form) If e is located in the other side of p these rotation & precession will be opposite in direction.

- These $\omega(1)$ & $\omega(3)$ components of the electron $\omega$, is what we call electron spin; if $\omega(3)>0$ we call it spin up (Eu); & if $\omega(3)<0$ we call it spin down (Ed);

**Rule 5: The internal energy of each electron is constant**: The internal energy of each electron is its rotational motion; each electron collide with many G’s (Ge,Gp,..) some enforce its rotation and other reduce it, but overall its rotation energy remain constant; & its=$e\omega\cdot eI*\omega/2=e\omega\cdot M/5*[ (Gs1^2+es3^2),0,0;0,0,2*Gs1^2]*\omega/2=e\omega(1)^2* M/10*(Gs1^2+es3^2)+e\omega(2)^2* M/10*(Gs1^2+es3^2)+e\omega(3)^2* M/10*(2*Gs1^2)=constant; so $(e\omega(1)^2+e\omega(2)^2)*(Gs1^2+es3^2)+e\omega(3)^2*(2*Gs1^2)=constant;
Rule 6: Different electrons different spins, but same spin magnitude: What we call spin magnitude=eω(1)^2*(Gs1^2+es3^2)+eω(3)^2*2*Gs1^2=constant; is the part of the electron internal energy that is influenced by the spin; This spin magnitude is constant because if the first Gp rotates e about its Z axis, then for the next Gp’s it will be harder to rotate e about its X axis; and if the first Gp rotates e about its X axis, then for the next Gp’s it will be harder to rotate e about its Z axis; so when ω(1) big ω(3) small and when ω(1) small ω(3) big; in addition the farther e upward, the Gp effect on these rotations is more drastic, but e will get less Gp (because distance, & because e & p will play give & take with less G particles as there will be less options for G’s collision angles), so overall, the spin magnitude will be constant; For a specific electron the spin direction can change only between up & down, because it can only be up or down with respect to the nucleus; different heights will be changed immediately to preferred heights by the local Ge,Gp; For different electrons the preferred heights can be different, so their spins will have different ω(1) & ω(3) values; in addition for different electrons there can be different Ge,Gp numbers that coming from different angles which can increase ω(1), but they will also decrease ω(3); so spin magnitude remain constant.

- So in the universe there are many type of Eu (Eu1, Eu3, Eu5..) and many type of Ed (Ed2, Ed4, Ed6..), each having different ω(1) & ω(3) values; but for each The spin magnitude is constant; & the spin of Eux=−spin of Ed(x+1); (e.g. spin of Eu1=−spin of Ed2); Eux & Ed(x+1) are 2 options for a specific electron in a specific location (because of symmetry) (if ω(1) & ω(3) are the value for Eux, −ω(1) & −ω(3) will be the value for Ed(x+1));
- Because of this process there are no pure e particles in the universe but only Eu & Ed type particles, and from now on when we say e we mean Eu or Ed.
- When p attract e over time, it throw e from side to side by Gp’s, as p is much more heavy and will move much less by Ge’s; we call them Hydrogen atom.
- Note, that angles X1,Z1 in the pictures are huge only for explanation, in reality they are tiny, and only $\omega(1)$ & $\omega(3)$ can be big (but smaller then $\omega(2)$);

**Rule 4b: Magnetic field generation:** If Eu(Eu1)[or Ed2]collide with G it can transform it to Ge but also to Gn & Gs(Gn1&Gs1)[or Gn2&Gs2] depend in the side of collision (because Eu precess clockwise in one side and anticlockwise in the other side). [Eu1+G $\rightarrow$ Ge,Gn1,Gs1; Ed2+G $\rightarrow$ Ge,Gn2,Gs2] {Gn,Gs are the most common & most powerful form of G’s that e create after Ge, to understand the process of their creation, use my simulation, and the proof of rule 1}

In the pictures: Sphere size=[1;1;0.1]; $L$=Angular momentum. $\omega$=Angular velocity in world coordinates. $z'=$vector along axis of symmetry. Are drawn for many time points. {see section Spheroid precession in mathematical proof}
In the pictures: Sphere size=[1;1;0.1]; $L=$Angular momentum. $\omega=$Angular velocity in world coordinates. $z'=$vector along axis of symmetry. Are drawn for many time points. {see section Spheroid precession in mathematical proof}

More realistic spin Up (Eu)

$W=[3.1;110;3]=$ Initial $\omega$ in body coordinates
No orientation;

More realistic spin down (Ed)

$W=[-3.1;110;-3]=$ Initial $\omega$ in body coordinates
No orientation;

At the end its: $L$ & $z'$
Rule 7,8: Magnetic Attraction & Repulsion:
The e side that emit Gn will be attracted by Gs & repelled by Gn;
The e side that emit Gs will be attracted by Gn & repelled by Gs;
[Gs1 or Gn1 attracts any Eu; Gs2 or Gn2 attracts any Ed];
[Gs1 or Gn1 repel any Ed; Gs2 or Gn2 repel any Eu];
- Nuclei get spin by Ge; because they heavy their ω(1)&ω(3) are smaller, thus they create few Gn,Gs; (rule 5,6 are true also for each nuclei); but their spin magnitude can be the same or higher as ps2>es2 &p spin magnitude=
pω(1)^2*(ps2^2+es3^2)+pω(3)^2*(ps2^2+es1^2)=constant;
- So there are also no p in the universe but only Pu&Pd type particle (from now when we say p we mean Pu&Pd)
- Likewise electron also p or nucleus can be only up or down for each atom (it can be only Pu3 or Pd4 in one atom & only Pu5 or Pd6 in other atom; these are its prefer configurations because of symmetry); My model for:

Hydrogen Atom

The magnetic field that p create is opposite;

Pd2 Magnetic field is very weak (very few Gs2p,Gn2p emitted)

Pul magnetic field is very weak
Pd2 Magnetic field is very weak (very few Gs2p, Gn2p emitted)
- *Particles orientation & $\omega (Gn1p\sim Gn1; Gs1p\sim Gs1; Gn2p\sim Gn2; Gs2p\sim Gs2)$;*

* The electron (Eu & Ed) precess because we can arrange its spin pointing to any direction; so it must has a z & x components; and if the electron get hit that rotate him in the z axis, it will continue to rotate about z (and not just change angle); in addition the calculation of $\mu$ imply so also;*

* Another (less probable) option for rule 4b,7,8 is that each up or down electron generate predominantly only 1 type of particles from each side and that in magnet the electron spin up standing all the time upper to the electron spin down, so the particles emitted between them hit these electrons and enforce them; and if there is only one free electron in the atom, it will generate just few magnetic field particles(only Gn or Gs type);*
- e, p & other nucleus have different masses so the magnitude of their spin is different;

- For neutron \( \omega(2)=0 \); but it has \( \omega(1) \) & \( \omega(3) \) values & thus spin;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclide</th>
<th>Nuclear spin I</th>
<th>Magnetic moment ( \mu ) in ( \mu_N )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>-1.9130418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>+2.7928456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^2)H(D)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+0.8574376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^{17})O</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>-1.89279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^{57})Fe</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>+0.09062293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^{57})Co</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>+4.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^{93})Nb</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>+6.1705</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Spin</th>
<th>( \frac{\omega}{\nu} ) Larmor/B s(^{-1})T(^{-1} )</th>
<th>( \nu ) in GHz/T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electron</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>( 1.7608 \times 10^{11} )</td>
<td>28.025 GHz/T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>( 2.6753 \times 10^{8} )</td>
<td>42.5781 MHz/T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuteron</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( 0.4107 \times 10^{8} )</td>
<td>6.5357 MHz/T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>( 1.8326 \times 10^{8} )</td>
<td>29.1667 MHz/T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- For neutron \( \omega(2)=0 \); but it has \( \omega(1) \) & \( \omega(3) \) values & thus spin;
- If the atom is in a big molecule (or crystal) when we rotate this molecule at first p & Eu1 & Ed2 particles won’t be rotated, just move in space (because conservation of angular momentum) but then they will feel different attraction & repulsion forces (by Gp & Ge from the other p,e particles) and they will now rotates about their X & Z axes differently, creating other directions of spin: Eu3, Ed4, Eu5, Ed6,.. (each spin is still a little bit more in the up direction or in the down direction, as the probability to get a perfectly horizontal spin is zero) and their spin magnitude remain the same by rule 6;
- If in atom the number of Eu and Ed type electrons is not equal, then it will emit more Gn particle to one direction & more Gs particle to the other direction, we call them north and south pole and we call this atom magnet (ferromagnet), the bigger the difference in the number of Eu & Ed, the stronger the magnet.
- The magnetic field generated by the moving electron in the atom will be canceled, because the electron are thrown from side to side, thus only this intrinsic magnetic field that is generated by the electron spin contribute the magnetic field of any magnet;

**Property 9:** We can't separate magnetic poles, they always come in North & South;

**Explanation 9:** North & South poles are Gn and Gs type particles; each spin up (or spin down) electron generate Gn type particles from one side and Gs type particles from its other side (when collide with G in certain side and angles), because the electron precess so each side see different direction of precessional rotation (clockwise or counter-clockwise);

**Property 10:** A beaten/heated magnet losses its magnetic properties;

**Explanation 10:** In a beaten/heated magnet the electrons move & collide, so they can change their location & by this their precession direction (or spin), and this process is random, so over time there will be equal up electrons and down electrons, so the magnet destroy.

**Property 11:** The magnetic force is the strongest at the ends of the magnet.

**Explanation 11:** Eu1 will emit more Gn1, Gs1 to the direction perpendicular to Ge; and other Eu will emit Gn1, Gs1 mainly to other direction;
- If in atom the number of Eu & Ed type electrons is equal, then the effect of Gn & Gs will cancel each other & it won’t be a magnet, we call it non magnet.
- If in an atom 2 electrons (e.g. Eu1 & Ed2) are paired, it means that they throw G particles (e.g. Gs1 & Gs2) continuously and very often on each other and that they are perfectly synchronize in this give and take game, in addition these continuous hitting change their orientation into* (into Eu1*, Ed2* respectively and their G’s into Gs1* & Gs2* respectively).
- If in atom an electron get only few Gp, Ge, Gn, Gs particles per second it will be more free to move and we call this atom conductor. If in atom all electrons get a lot of Gp, Ge, Gn, Gs particles per second, we call this atom insulator.

**Rule 9a: Magnet transform unpaired e:** If we place a strong magnet close to atom many Gx will be emitted (e.g. Gn1) towards the atom. If this atom has unpaired electron (e.g. Ed2) overtime it can be changed by these collision with Gx into the electron that create these Gx (e.g. Eu1) {so: Gn1 + Ed2 \rightarrow Eu1}

- If some electrons in non magnet atom are not paired we call it paramagnet & it will attract any strong magnet in any direction {e.g. tungsten, lithium} by rule 9a.
Property: In the Stern-Gerlach experiment: When we fire silver atoms or nuclei of some atoms through an inhomogeneous magnetic field, we get only 2 spots;

Explanation: The silver atom contains 47 protons & electrons, but only 1 electron is unpaired. The rest of the paired electrons spin up and down, canceling each other. Therefore, only one electron can spin up or down with specific angles. The nuclei of atoms can only spin up or down for each atom with specific angles. In an inhomogeneous magnetic field $(G_s, G_n)$, the number of $G_n$ is greater than the number of $G_s$, so $E_u$ will go down and $E_d$ will go up, resulting in 2 spots;

\[ [\text{Kr}] 4d^{10} 5s^1 \]

2, 8, 18, 18, 1

Stern-Gerlach experiment: electrically neutral silver atoms

4: expected result. 5: what was actually observed.Taylor reproduced the effect using hydrogen atoms in their ground state.
Explanation 13: In conductor atom (e.g. metal, Cu) the outer electron is more free to move because it get very few G’s (Gp, Ge, Gn, Gs) per second. But in insulator material (e.g. nonmetal) the outer electron get a lot of G’s per second so it is not free to move; (metalloid has properties between metal & nonmetal) When we rub an insulator, the atoms collision eject electron far from an atom, now this electron is on a neutral atom, so it can move to the other neutral atom, which we use for the rubbing, and stay there, and by that charge these both materials. But if we rub conductor, even if we eject the electron far from the atom, the outer electron of all the atoms from the ejected electron to the atom that miss that electron will be pushed in line (each electron only move from its atom to its neighbor atom) & the conductor won’t be charged.

Explanation 14: Charged atom has not equal number of p & e; when a charge atom has contact with conductor, the free to move electrons in the conductor will move to the insulator, or electrons will move to the conductor;
Rule 10: Magnet transform paired e: If we place a strong magnet close to an atom that has only paired electrons, the paired electron (e.g. Eu₁*) will be changed by the Gₓ (e.g. Gn₁) emitted from the strong magnet & by the G’s emitted from its paired electron (e.g. Gs₂*) into the opposite electron of the electron that emit Gₓ (e.g. Ed₂) \{Gn₁+paired Eu₁(Eu₁*)→Ed₂\} (its because immediately after the collision with Gₓ there will be another collision with Gs₂* but now they aren’t synchronized).

- If all electrons in a non magnet atom are paired, we call this atom DiaMagnet (e.g. He, superconductor) & it will repel any strong magnet in any direction by rule 10.
**Rule 15:** The magnetic force \((F_m)\) on a charge \((q)\) moves \((v=\text{velocity})\) through a magnetic field \((B)=F_m=q*vXB;\) {For Eu\&Ed: \(q=-1\); For Pu\&Pd: \(q=1\); bigger \(q\) indicate more charges; \(B\) give notion of how many Gn,Gs traveling \& what direction}; {this rule can be visualized by field interactions of rule 4a \& 4b; direct visualization is harder because this rule involves 2 steps: moving charge create \(B\) by rule 4a and \(B\) change charge spin by rule 9b; the correct way to prove and understand this rule is to use my simulation};
Property 15: Current & Magnetic field properties; Explanation 15: these 4 properties can be explained by rules 15 & 4a, 4b (upper left).

Moving q create B at r:
\[ B = 10^{-7} q \times (v \times r) / |r|^3; \]

The current induced by a moving magnet is explained by \( F = q \times v \times B; \)

When a current flows around a circular loop the magnetic field forms circles. All these circles add together. This makes a really strong field in the centre of the circular loop.

Inserting an iron core may give a magnetic field several hundred times that of the equivalent air-core solenoid. The field outside is weak and divergent.

The magnetic field is concentrated into a nearly uniform field in the center of a long solenoid. The field outside is weak and divergent.

Field lines due to induced eddy current

Current induced by moving field due to falling magnet

\( v = \text{velocity of } q \text{ in copper pipe relative to magnet} \)

Field due to permanent magnet

Field lines due to induced eddy current

Current induced by moving field due to falling magnet

When a magnet is moved toward a conducting ring, an induced electromotive force causes a current \( i \) to flow in a direction such that the magnetic field inside the ring (represented by the 2 dashed field lines) opposes the increase of flux through the ring from the approaching magnet.

The electrons move only along the ring, because their relative movement \( (v) \) is already moves by the relative motion of magnet and the ring. The current induced can be explained by \( F = q \times v \times B; \)
**Property 16**: Superconductor stay locked in space, when put near magnet;

**Explanation 16**: In superconductor the temperature is very low (we have to cool it with liquid nitrogen) so the atoms don’t vibrate and the free electrons can move without colliding with other electrons; So if we place it next to magnet if the magnet will move, a strong current will flow immediately in the superconductor to oppose that movement (by creating B that attract or repel the magnet to oppose its movement, see former page property) thus their relative motion will be cancel and the superconductor will be locked in place; but the superconductor can move on a magnetic rail or to rotate about a round magnet, because by these movements there is no change in the magnetic field;
**Property17**: Mirror reverse arrangement can have different properties: Co is decay into Ni by beta emission (see beta emission, in this process 2 gamma ray also emitted and their emission is not effected by the nuclear spin). By lowering the temperature to 0.01K and by applying a strong magnetic field, the Co nuclei spins were align either upwards or downwards; then the directions of the emitted electrons were measured; more electrons were emitted in the direction opposite to the magnetic field & thus opposite to the nuclear spin; Thus mirror experiments don’t act the same, so parity was violated.

**Explanation17**: In beta emission neutron slide from the nucleus and a piece of it collides with the nucleus & released (this is the emitted electron) because L preserved, the neutron is now proton. So it is more likely that the electron will be emitted mostly from one side of the nucleus spin;
Property 18: The earth has a magnetic field (earth radius = 6,378 km, earth core radius = 3,478 km & it's made of iron (Fe) & nickel (Ni)) and it flipped every 0.5 million years (few hundreds years before it's gradually decreased); The earth north magnetic pole is not directly related to the rotating axis of the earth. Explanation 18: The magnetic filed in Fe atom can flipped if the Eul electron move (by collision with electron or photon) to the other side of the nucleus, there it will get Gp that will transform it into Ed2 and then it can influence the other electrons and the nucleus to flip also; then this atom can influence other nearby Fe atom to flip their magnetic field and eventually most of the earth core will flipped, the probability of this chain reaction to build up is low but it will happened by chance every 0.5 million years;

The following magnetic properties can be derived from previous properties:
- The atoms in a magnet align themselves in the same direction.
- Cu (copper) is not a permanent magnet, but if we pass an electric current through any metal it becomes a magnet.
- Electromagnet (iron covered by a current carrying wire) remains magnet only as long as current passes through the wire. Electromagnet is a stronger magnet then a current carrying wire without an iron core.
- The strength of the electromagnet is depending on the: strength of the current; number of turns of the coil; the material forming the core.
- When the electromagnet core is made of steel (iron + carbon) instead of iron the electromagnet retains some of its magnetism after current is switched off.
- If \( e(Eu_1, Ed_2..) \) accelerated (not only in the direction of its \( z \) axis) & hit \( G \) the result \( G \) will have both angular velocity component along its symmetry axis & along any other axis (it’s \( \omega \) will not be in a primary axis) {because \( G \) is not perfectly smooth} and it will also translate, we call it photon (\( \Upsilon \)). Because it’s \( \omega \) component along the symmetry axis is much smaller then it’s other \( \omega \) component it’s motion is:

Draw angular velocity (\( \omega \)) & angular momentum (\( L \)) in world coordinates & vector along the symmetry axis (\( z' \)) for many time points:

Observer in world frame would see the \( z' \)-axis (& \( \omega \)) trace out a cone as it precesses about \( L \); the body cone (\( z' \) center) rolling along the space cone; \( \omega \) is the line where the 2 cones touch; \( \omega \) also precess about \( z' \);

- If the translation vector is perpendicular to \( L \) then we call \( \Upsilon \) linear polarized light.
- If the translation vector is in the direction of \( L \) then we call \( \Upsilon \) circular polarized light.
- If the translation vector is in any other direction, we call \( \Upsilon \) elliptical polarized Light

\( \omega \) changes with time. When \( \omega \) is in the direction of the \( \omega \) of \( Ge/Gp \) particle we say that electric field is max/min; when \( \omega \) is in the direction of the \( \omega \) of \( Gn/Gs \) particle we say that Magnetic Field is max/min; as \( Ge/Gp \) perpendicular to \( Gn/Gs \). When one in it’s max/min the other in 0;
z’ or 3 axes is Y symmetry axis; Y center of mass is at the origin (O); \(\omega_3(t)=\omega_3(0)=\text{constant}=Y\) spin rate about its symmetry axis in rotating frame [radian/s];
- Y Frequency = \(f=\text{Cycles/s}=\omega_3(0)/(2\pi)\); [Hz]
- Y Period = \(T=t/\text{Cycles}=2\pi/\omega_3(0)\);
- 2 photons are at phase if their electric fields are at max at the same time point.
- Because Y is created by e, its main \(\omega\) is in \(\omega(2)\) (like Ge,Gp=electric field); & its perpendicular component that is in Gn,Gs direction (magnetic field) is c fold smaller (c=observe speed of light=299,792,458 [m/s]);

- Polarizer can change Y as a result of collisions. And when Y passes through polarizer it can one time hit e particle and in the other time not because of its precession (it can miss it).
- The bigger \(\omega_3(0)\) the more space Y will occupy due to its rotation;

- Sunlight=many different colored photon=many Y particles with different \(\omega\).
- Led=one color but not in phase=many Y particles, each with same \(\omega\), but their initial \(\omega\) and orientation is different.
- Laser=one color and in phase=many Y particles, each with same \(\omega\), and their initial \(\omega\) and orientation is the same.
**Property19:** Accelerated charge produce light at \( r \): 
\[
E(r,t) = -Q*ap(t')*10^{-7}/|r|;
\]
\[
B(r,t) = \mathbf{f} \times E(r,t)/c; \quad \{t' = t - |r|/c = time before reach us; \ ap = a \text{ perpendicular to } r = a - (a \parallel r) = a - \mathbf{f} \times \mathbf{f}; \mathbf{f} = \text{unit vector of } r; \ Fe1 = \text{electric force on } q1 = (c^2*10^{-7}*q1*q2*r21)/|r21|^3. \ E1 = \text{electric field at position of } q1 = Fe1/q1; \}
\]

**Explanation19:** 
\( Fe1 \) & \( E1 \) reduced by \( 1/|r|^2 \) because they spread in both xy & xz planes; but the intensity of light is reduced by \( 1/|r| \), because it spread only in the xz plane, (if the acceleration is in the y axis), because the electron moves up and down in y axis, producing many light particles in all directions in that axis. The higher the acceleration in the direction perpendicular to r the more chance that \( G \) will be rotated also in it’s symmetry axis (because it is not perfectly smooth) (\( r \) is dictated by the electron charge, so the electron must have an acceleration component perpendicular to \( r \)) & more photon are created. If we have progressive electromagnetic wave in vacuum: \( |E|/|B| = c; \) the \( |B| \) component is \( c \) fold smaller then \( |E| \) because \( \gamma \) particle is created by accelerating e particle so most of the collision hit is in the direction of the main \( \omega \) of e particle (\( \omega(2) \), like Ge,Gp(electric field)) & much less in the direction of Gn,Gp(magnetic field); \( Q = \text{number of } e \text{ or } p \text{ particles}; \) (the bigger more photons are created & the intensity increased).
Property 20: In vacuum: $\nabla \cdot E = 0; \ \& \ \nabla \cdot B = 0; \ \nabla \times E = -\partial B/\partial t; \ \nabla \times B = 1/c^2 \partial E/\partial t$;

Explanation 20: $\nabla \cdot E = 0; \ \& \ \nabla \cdot B = 0$ mean that the flow of the electric field (E) (Ge, Gp) & magnetic field (B) (Gn, Gs) components of photon don’t behaves like a source (or a minus source) at any point; as my theory predict; $\nabla \times E = -\partial B/\partial t$; mean that when arrows of E seem to be forming a loop around some region the magnetic field will be increasing inside that region perpendicular to the plane of the loop; as my theory predict (see Spheroid precession part); $\nabla \times B = 1/c^2 \partial E/\partial t$; mean that a loop in B correspond to a change in the E within it perpendicular to the plane of the loop. as my theory predict;
Rule 11: If the energy of 2 γ equal, their frequency is also equal: The reason for this lay in the structure of the G particle; when accelerated e collide with G, it will give him big $\omega(2)$ but also small $\omega(1)$ and tiny $\omega(3)$; $\omega(3)$ is a rotation about G symmetry axis and the reason it’s created is because G is not perfectly smooth spheroid; so there will be need a huge force to create this $\omega(3)$; & there will be a strong connection between $\omega(3)$ to $\omega(1)$ & $\omega(2)$.

Photon rotational energy $=$ $G\omega \cdot GI * G\omega / 2 = G\omega \cdot GM / 5 * \{(G\omega / 2)^2 + Gs3^2\}, 0; 0; 0, 2 * Gs1^2\} * G\omega / 2 = G\omega (1)^2 * GM / 10 * \{(G\omega / 2)^2 + Gs3^2\} + G\omega (2)^2 * GM / 10 * \{(G\omega / 2)^2 + Gs3^2\} + G\omega (3)^2 * GM / 10 * (2 * Gs1^2) = GM / 10 * \{(G\omega (1)^2 + G\omega (2)^2) * (G\omega / 2)^2 + Gs3^2\} + G\omega (3)^2 * GM / 10 * (2 * Gs1^2).

Photon total energy $=$ $GM * GV^2 / 2 + GM / 10 * \{(G\omega (1)^2 + G\omega (2)^2) * (G\omega / 2)^2 + Gs3^2\} + G\omega (3)^2 * GM / 10 * (2 * Gs1^2) = GM / 10 * \{(5 * GV^2) + (G\omega (1)^2 + G\omega (2)^2) * (G\omega / 2)^2 + Gs3^2\} + G\omega (3)^2 * GM / 2 * GV^2 = GM / 2 * GV^2 = GM / 2 * function (G\omega (3) |^2 = h * f; Gs3 \rightarrow 0; 5 * GV^2 >> Gs1^2 * (|G\omega |^2 + G\omega (3) |^2) ; and by rule 11: GV = Actual γ velocity = function (G\omega (3) | = (2 * h * G\omega (3) | / (GM * 2 * π)) |^1/2 | = 10, 885, 309, 412.37 * G\omega (3) | | (1/2) m/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>$\lambda$ [m]</th>
<th>E [eV]</th>
<th>f [Hz] [1/s]</th>
<th>$\omega(3)$ [rad/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamma ray*</td>
<td>$10^{-12}$</td>
<td>$1.24*10^6$</td>
<td>$3*10^{20}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>6</em>10^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray*</td>
<td>$10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$12.4*10^3$</td>
<td>$3*10^{18}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>6</em>10^{18}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultraviolet*</td>
<td>$10^{-8}$</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>$3*10^{16}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>6</em>10^{16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue**</td>
<td>$495*10^{-9}$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>$606*10^{12}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>1212</em>10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green**</td>
<td>$570*10^{-9}$</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>$526*10^{12}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>1052</em>10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red**</td>
<td>$750*10^{-9}$</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>$400*10^{12}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>800</em>10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$124*10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$30*10^{12}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>60</em>10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>$10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$124*10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$30*10^{9}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>60</em>10^{9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>$10^3$</td>
<td>$12.4*10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$300*10^{3}$</td>
<td>$\pi<em>600</em>10^{3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELF</td>
<td>$10^8$</td>
<td>$12.4*10^{-15}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\pi*6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rule 9b: Magnet transform electron (not in atom) & emit same \( \gamma_0 \) with an increased probability as the e spin & magnet directions differ: Examples: [\( \text{Gn1+Ed2} \rightarrow \text{Eu1+} \gamma_0 (100\%) \)] [\( \text{Gn1+Eu1} \rightarrow \text{Eu1+} \gamma_0 (0\%) \)] [\( \text{Gn1+Ed4} \rightarrow \text{Eu1+} \gamma_0 (30\%) \)] [\( \text{Gn7+Ed4} \rightarrow \text{Eu7+} \gamma_0 (80\%) \)]

Because of rule 5 the internal energy of each e is constant & because each Gn, Gs is produced by collision between rotating e and G, the energy of each Gn, Gs is also constant; so the elastic collision between: Energy\_constant2 + Energy\_constant1 \rightarrow Energy\_constant1 + \gamma_0; Thus the energy of \( \gamma_0 \) must be also constant (Gn1 is transformed to \( \gamma_0 \)); & by Rule 11 (which is the reason for: \( E = h \cdot f \)); \( \gamma_0 \) frequency is also constant; The reason for the probability to create \( \gamma_0 \), lay in the structure of G, in order to cause rotation about G symmetry axis, e must either accelerate towards G from the Gn-Gs direction or the collision should be in certain angles, the chance to create these angles increased as the difference between the spin direction and the magnetic field direction increased (as the chance to head to head collision increase for more similar oriented particle) it’s a matter of probability, as Gn1 can come in many angles; explanation for particle transformation is in rule 9a; The stronger the magnetic field the more Gn particles emitted & the faster Eu1 transformed.

**property21**: If we prepare electron with spin in S1 direction and we put it in magnetic field in S2 direction, where \( \theta \) is the angle between S1 & S2; the electron spin will change to S2; & the probability that it will not emit photon = \((\cos(\theta/2))^2\); if emitted the photon frequency will be always the same regardless S1 or S2; **Explanation21**: rule9b;
we can't measure the y & x component of the electron spin because when we measure the x component we use magnetic field Gnx that change Eu into Eux.

Rule 12: In atom, The total energy of each electron is different: In atom the electron is thrown from one side of the nucleus to its other side by Gp particles, and because the electron and nucleus angular velocities are periodically, the electron will visit approximately the same places, we call these places the probability cloud or orbitals; the orbital shape can be different for different electrons; some shape of orbital give the electron more extra energy then other orbital, because the electron velocity or orbital angular momentum increased their, or because the electron is more far from the nucleus so its potential energy increases (the electron will transfer its potential energy into kinetic energy when accelerated toward the nucleus, which increase its velocity) (the internal energy of each electron remain the same and its depend only on its ω);
Rule 13: $Gnx$ can be created in any atom in few numbers & in specific locations only; The nucleus & the electrons in the atom throw many $Gp$ & $Ge$ particles, the common orientation and rotation of them and the most powerful are as described; but very few of them, may look like $Gn$; these particles come with angles so they will be usually in specific location in the atom; they will collide with the electron there in phase, and if another electron will come to this location they will transform it to the natural electron in this location; - By rule 9b: $Eux$ transform $Gny$(or $Gsy$) to $\gamma$ only if $x$ & $y$ are different; (In order to create the rotation about the symmetry axis of $Gny$ the collision must be in certain angles);

Property 22: Photon absorption & emission in atom in gas or other material;

Explanation 22: If $\gamma$ collide with electron that is in atom, the electron will change its $\omega$ & will be thrown farther from the nucleus; The higher $|\omega|$ of the $\gamma$, the farther the electron will be thrown from the nucleus, and by Rule 12 the total energy this electron get increases; Because the electron $\omega$ changed by this collision its spin is transformed (e.g.$\gamma3+Ed2 \rightarrow Eu3$); Then (far from nucleus) $e$ will collide with $Gp$’s and start accelerate toward the nucleus, getting higher and higher velocity (and kinetic energy), when the electron reach its natural location, it will collide with $Gn,Gs$($Gn2$) there transform its spin back and give this $Gn$ the access energy and transform it into $\gamma$; (so the all process is: $\gamma3+Ed2 \rightarrow Eu3[v3]$; $v3=velocity$; $Eu3[v3]+Gp’s \rightarrow Eu3[0]$; $Eu3[0]=0$ velocity but far location; $Eu3[0]+Gp’s \rightarrow Eu3[-v3]$; $Eu3[-v3]+Gn2 \rightarrow Ed2+\gamma3$)($Gp$’s can throw the electron from side to side, such that its max velocity is $-v3$ or $+v3$), until it reach its natural place and collide with $Gn2$); if this process happened we say that the electron is not absorbed; if the electron stay in its new location when it is $Eu3[0]$ (because many $Ge$’s hit him and make him stay there) we say the electron is absorbed; afterwards if $Ge$ miss the electron it may collide with $Gp$& start accelerate to its natural place & there hit $Gn2$ and transform to its natural spin while transforming $Gn2$ to $\gamma3$
(give him all the access kinetic energy; energy always conserved, it’s not a nature law but a mathematical true that can be proven from the definition of space and time, see my collision truths book); this process can be also a multistep process (While coming back the electron can hit Gn5 in different orbital & transform it to γ2 and stay there and only then come back); If the atom is not in gas(solid or liquid) there are many Ge’s from the atoms around, and if the coming back electron will collide with these Ge’s it will los its kinetic energy before hitting Gn5, so when hitting Gn5, it will not transform it into the original photon(let’s call this process black absorption); Because the internal energy of each electron is the same, only its kinetic energy[v] determine the photon energy;

Examples:

1) non absorption process: γ4+Eu5→Ed4[v4]; Ed4[v4]+Gp’s→Ed4[0];

   (Ed4[0]+Ge’s→Ed4[+δ]; & Ed4[+δ]+Gp’s→Ed4[0]; δ=low velocity; this repeat many times); Ed4[0]+Gp’s→Ed4[-v4]; Ed4[-v4]+Gn5→Eu5+γ4;

   Ed4[0]+Gp’s→Ed4[-v1]; Ed4[-v1]+Gn3→Eu3[0]+γ1; Eu3[0]+Gp’s→Eu3[-v3];
   Eu3[-v3]+Gn5→Eu5+γ3; (energy preserve so energy of γ1+γ3=γ4)

Step 1
Pu3 send few
Gn1 only in
this direction

Pu3 send many
Gp's in all
directions

Step 2
Y5 transform
Eu1 spin into
Eu5 & throw it
far from Pu3

Step 3
Gp's attract
Eu5[v5] and

Step 4
Y5+Eu1->Eu5[v5]
Gn1+Eu5[-v5]->Eu1+Y5
Not absorbed
Absorption can occur only when

\[ \Delta E = h\nu = E_2 - E_1 \]

A downward transition involves emission of a photon of energy:

\[ E_{\text{photon}} = h\nu = E_2 - E_1 \]
Property: Fluorescence
Explanation: γ5 hit Eu1 (for example) & transform it to Eu5[v5]; Gp attract it, but now on the way back to its natural position Ge hit him and reduce its velocity from Eu5[-v5] to Eu5[-v4] so now when it hit Gn1 it will transform it to γ4 and not to γ5;

[γ5+Eu1→Eu5[v5];
Eu5[v5]+Gp→Eu5[-v5];
Eu5[-v5]+Ge→Eu5[-v3]
Eu5[-v3]+Gn1→Eu1+γ4];
Property: Stimulated emission; Explanation:

\[ \text{Ɣ5 hit Eu1 (for example) & transform it to Eu5[v5] and throw it to farther orbital, but there is already excited electron/s (electron that this place is not its natural position) in this orbital, so they hit each other with Ge, and come back each to its natural position but because they all located in the same orbital now (same distance from nucleus & same orbital angular momentum & same spin) they will have the same velocity when reach their natural orbital, which is also the same for all of them but with lower } n \text{ (closer to nucleus), so when they collide with their } G_n \text{ (each with different } G_n1, G_n3.. \text{) they will emit same } \text{Ɣ5 (because the internal energy of each electron is the same and only the energy of its velocity (KE) is transformed to photon) exactly in the same time so the } \text{Ɣ5's are in phase; } \begin{align*}
\text{Ɣ5} + \text{Eu1} &\rightarrow \text{Eu5[v5];} \\
\text{Ge} \text{ (from Eu5[v5])} + \text{Eu7+Gp} &\rightarrow \text{Eu7[-v5];} \\
\text{Ge (from Eu7)} + \text{Eu5[v5]} + \text{Gp} &\rightarrow \text{Eu5[-v5];} \\
\text{Eu7[-v5]} + \text{Gn3} &\rightarrow \text{Eu3+Ɣ5; } \text{Eu5[-v5]} + \text{Gn1} &\rightarrow \text{Eu1+Ɣ5;} 
\end{align*} \]
The stimulated emission process is used to create a laser.

\[ E_{\text{photon}} = h\nu = E_2 - E_1 \]

If a significant population inversion exists, then stimulated emission can produce significant light amplification and coherent light.
**Property 25**: Transparency of glass; **Explanation 25**: not absorb most photon because, when $\gamma_1$ hit $e$ there is no other free place in any orbital for the ejected electron, so it will not get other $G_n$, but get $G_e, G_p$ until it returns to its original place, there it will collide with its $G_n$ and emit $\gamma_1$; the reflected direction is dictated by the crystal structure (many photon emitted in other directions but they will cancel each other out).

**Property 26**: Mirror property of Li; **Explanation 26**: there is no other free place in any orbital for the ejected electron, so it go back to its place, faster then in glass, because the electrons in this atom are more ordered and will send $G_s$ from both direction of Eu3 to get him back on place faster so angle of incidence equal angle of reflection;
Property 27: Red material absorb all other visible photon but not red; green laser makes a hole in red balloon but not in green balloon;

Explanation 27: In red material, if red photon hit e, it’s not absorbed (see not absorbed process), but if other visible colored photon hit e, we get black absorption (see black absorption process) and in this process the energy of the photon is transferred by the colliding Ge into atomic movements, vibration, heat; this heat can make a hole in a balloon; Thus green laser will be transfer to heat in red balloon (making a hole) and not in green balloon;
**Property:** Increasing temperature increases the number of photons emitted and the most common frequency; **Explanation:** In higher temperature the atoms move faster, and the colliding electron will get bigger push farther and farther from the nucleus. But their push is by many Ge, so the electron will not change its spin (or ω), but its total energy increases as it get farther from nucleus; there, if it collides with Gp it will return to its natural position, and there collide with Ge or Gn and give it the extra energy; but it will not emit photon (as its not change its spin) in this process we say that the electron is not absorbed; (Eu1+Ge’s → Eu1[v1]; Eu1[v1]+Gp’s → Eu1[0]; Eu1[v1]+Gp’s → Eu1[-v1]; Eu1[-v1]+Gn1 → Eu1); if the electron hit Gn5 for example on its way back in different orbital it will transformed to Eu5 (changing its spin) & stay there for a while, then when collides with Gp’s it will come back to its natural place and there collide with Gn1 & transformed its spin & transform this Gni into a photon (by transferring its kinetic energy to Gni and rotate it about its z axis, which now will happened because the electron has different spin & it accelerate); **So the allowed collision energy for releasing photon are quantized;** When the electron does release photon the farther it moved (the higher the temperature) the higher the frequency of the photon it release; & the higher the temperature, the more collisions & more photon released so intensity increased.

**Examples:**
1- non absorption process: Ge’s (from heat, approaching electron) + Eu5 → Eu5[v1]; Eu5[v1]+Gp’s → Eu5[0]; Eu5[0]+Gp’s → Eu5[-v1]; Eu5[-v1]+Gn5 → Eu5;
2- Absorption process: Ge’s (from heat) + Eu5 → Eu5[v1]; Eu5[v1]+Gp’s → Eu5[0]; Eu5[0]+Gp’s → Eu5[-v1]; Eu5[-v1]+Gn7 → Eu7[0] + γ7; Eu7[0]+Gp’s → Eu7[-v2]; Eu7[-v2]+Gn5 → Eu5 + γ5;
Property 28: Increasing temperature increase the number of photon emitted & the most common frequency;
Property of Speed of light constant; Explanation:
- The universe is filled with many G particles located in random position & orientation & travel at random direction & speed
- If we place e particle in specific location, it will transform the G that hit him mainly into Ge.
- The actual velocity \( \langle \text{av} \rangle \) of Ge is very high \( \text{Geav} \rightarrow \infty \).
- Thus G particles move randomly in and out of the pathway to the detector, but if Ge hits G they will always thrown out off the pathway to the detector. Thus over time the pathway to the detector will be more and more clear & finally Ge particle will reach the detector.
- The time \( \text{dt} \) that take for e particle to remove all the disturbing G’s from 1 unit of pathway is a function of \( |e's \omega| (eW) \), G’s density \( \text{Gd} \) & G’s average velocity magnitude \( |Gv| \) in the universe & thus it’s constant \( \text{dt}=f(eW, \text{Gd}, |Gv|) = \text{constant} \)
- The time that take for e to remove all the disturbing Gs from \( L = \text{dt} \times L \);
- Thus the measured velocity \( \text{mv} \) of Ge=Gemv=L/(dt*L)=1/dt=constant.
- As we know Gemv=c=1/dt=299792458m/s. \( dt=1/c=3.3356409519815204957557671447492 \times 10^{-9} \text{s.} \)
- If e is accelerated it will produce \( \Upsilon \) instead of Ge, so this also true for \( \Upsilon \).
- Gemv is independent of the movement of e as Geav \( \rightarrow \infty \).
- There are more G’s around e then in space, as it play give & take with e,p;
- Because the speed of light constant all result of special relativity holds;
**Property30:** blue/red shift of light from source coming to/from the detector; **Explanation30:** ω of Y is created by movement of e, thus if e move to/from the detector ω of Y increase/decrease respectively;

**Property31:** blue/red shift of light seen (experienced) by a moving observer; **Explanation31:** An electron that is moving to/from Y, will get a higher/lower hit when they collide, and thus experience a higher/lower ω of Y respectively; (this principle is used in doppler laser cooling method);

**Property32:** Malus’s law; **Explanation32:** The higher (from 0° to 90°) the angle between the polarizer to the Y precession angle, the more chance that Y will collide with e in the polarizer & not pass to the other side (intensity decrease);

**Property33:** Standing electromagnetic wave; **Explanation33:** When Y hit e in a perfect conductor that are located in both of it sides, these e emit Y back (see not absorption process) in the same direction but with other phase (rotation timing changed, but rotation pattern remains) so we see oscillation;

\[ I = \frac{cE_0^2}{2} \]

\[ I = I_0 \cos^2 \theta_i \]

\[ I_0 \]

\[ \theta_0 \]

\[ \theta_1 \]

\[ \theta_1 - \theta_0 = \theta_i \]

A standing electromagnetic wave does not propagate along the x-axis; instead, at every point on the x-axis the E and B fields simply oscillate.

\[ f_s \] is the frequency of the wave the source emitted, stationary frequency

\[ f_0 = f_s \sqrt{\frac{1 - v/c}{1 + v/c}} \]

if \( v \ll c \)

\[ f_0 = \left( 1 - \frac{v}{c} \right) f_s \]
**Property 34:** Doppler laser cooling;

**Explanation 34:** If the photon is absorbed, the electron that get it, will be longer time in different locations (then its natural location), these different locations are farther from the nucleus in the direction of the photon, so this electron will attract the nucleus to these directions; but if the photon is not absorbed the e that get it will go almost immediately to its natural place and won’t change the velocity of the atom to any direction (because it will be in wrong place only for short time); in doppler laser cooling we adjust the photon frequency to be just slightly below the frequency that is absorbed, so only if the atom move toward the laser it will feel the necessary frequency to absorbed it (see blue shift property) and it will slow down;

**Simplified principle of Doppler laser cooling:**

1. A stationary atom sees the laser neither red- nor blue-shifted and does not absorb the photon.
2. An atom moving away from the laser sees it red-shifted and does not absorb the photon.

3.1 An atom moving towards the laser sees it blue-shifted and absorbs the photon, slowing the atom.

3.2 The photon excites the atom, moving an electron to a higher quantum state.

3.3 The atom re-emits a photon. As its direction is random, there is no net change in momentum over many absorption-emission cycles.
**Property 35:** Bremsstrahlung principle: firing a high energy electron into a piece of metal yield electromagnetic radiation (photons) that is almost entirely in the x-ray region. The greater the kinetic energy of the incoming electron the higher the frequency of the outgoing photon;  
**Explanation 35:** If $e$ particle colliding with another $e$ particle in atom, the faster the first $e$ particle the more far the other $e$ particle will thrown, and by rule 12, it will gain more total energy, thus when come back to its natural place, it will hit its $\text{Gn}$ faster and create $\gamma$ with bigger $\omega$.

**Property 36:** Magnetic field can change the polarization of a photon;  
**Explanation 36:** $\text{Gn}, \text{Gs}$ particles from the magnet can hit the photon and change its precession (or $\omega$).

**Property 37:** Tunnel effect;  
**Explanation 37:** A barrier prevent the passing of electrons by the $\text{Ge}$’s that it emit, if the barrier is very thin it will emit less $\text{Ge}$’s, an incoming electron can change its position very rapidly by colliding with $\text{Gp}$’s (that are sent from the barrier) close to its end, thus in rare event the electron can pass through a thin barrier before interacting with the $\text{Ge}$ that are sent from the barrier.
- Entangled $e$ & $e^+$: n or p particle can eject electron & positron at same time if they get very high frequency photon, that brake these pieces of them (total L preserved), when created they will be also opposite in their spin (total L preserved) for example if the electron is $E_{u1}$ the positron is $E_{d2}^+$ and they will throw $G$ particles (e.g. $G_{s1}$ & $G_{s2}e^+$) in a speed of almost $\infty$ (this is the actual speed of any $G_x/\gamma$ particle, in contrast to the observed speed, see speed of light section) continuously and very often on each other (so the path between them is clear) and in perfect synchronization (playing give and take with many $G$ particles) we call them entangled particles.

**Rule 14: Magnet transform entangled $e$ & $e^+$:** If we change an entangled $e$ to up spin, its entangled $e^+$ will be changed immediately to down spin. If we put $Eu_3$ near the entangled $Eu_1$ particle it will transform it into $Eu_3$ (by $Gn_3$), but then immediately this $Eu_3$ will send $Gn_3$ particle into the entangled $Ed_2^+$ and transform it to $Ed_4^+$ because they are opposite in charge (in the main $\omega$ component, $\omega(2)$).

\[
\{Gn_3 + \text{entangled}[Eu_1 & Ed_2^+] \rightarrow \text{entangled}[Eu_3 & Ed_4^+]\}
\]

(we call a particle spin up or spin down by the magnetic field that it generates, not by its orientation)
**Property38:** photons combining; If we shine 2 green photon into a non-linear crystal we can get 1 uv photon and use it to make uv laser beam;  
**Explanation38:** the first green photon hit an electron in its original place and the second photon hit e in its new place (or on its way to there), then when e come back to its original place it will emit uv photon (twice energetic);  
**Property39:** photon entanglement; If we shine a photon at beta barium borate crystal (non-linear crystal) it can split it into 2, this happened only for ~1/(10B) photons, the energy of the incoming photon is equal to the total energies of the outgoing photons; and the momentum is conserved (so the angles of the outgoing photons with respect to the incoming photon should be with opposite direction but with same magnitude and the photons have to kick back the crystal) and the spin is conserved; 1/500 of these photon pairs will be entangled (we can use this process to create a single photon with a known property, as we use 1 & measure the other) we can couple each of these entangled photons into a separate optical fiber and take them anywhere, then we can measure their polarization and see that the polarization of 1 influence the polarization of the other;  
**Explanation39:** γ2 collide with a nucleus on its edge (or with G that slide a little of the cluster) releasing G’s from its cluster, one of them & the incoming γ2 are transformed into γ1 particles (these are the entangled photons); when the first γ1 pass through the polarizer & hit the electron in the detector, the electron, immediately after, hit also one of the G’s that released from the nucleus cluster, this G flying all the way back to the nucleus and collide with it and flying all the way to the other detector influencing the result of the entangled particle. The speed of this G is the actual speed of light (much faster then c, see speed of light property), its possible because the rotational speed of these particles is crazily fast and these distances are nothing in comparison, everything is synchronize because these particles formed together & energy still conserved because, this G collides with the nucleus. The fiber optic won’t change this process as G can jump from one e to the other in almost 0 time (picture next page)
Step 1: Y2 hit one crystal's nucleus on its edge.

Step 2: This collision transform Y2 & G from the nucleus cluster into 2 Y1.

Step 3: Nucleus hit a detaching G and send it in the direction of Y1.

Step 4: Eul in detector A.

Step 5: The detached G hits Eul in detector A, fly back to the nucleus & to polarizer B to influence second Y1.

Property 39: Photon entanglement.

Flying speed is the actual speed of light → ∞.

Blue Laser

Coincidence circuit device is used to confirm that the 2 measured photons produced at the same time;

1/(10B) photons split and from them 1/500 entangled...
**Property40:** Left/Right handed particle: A neutrino always has its spin pointed in the direction opposite its velocity\(^{(c)}\). Anti-neutrinos have their spins parallel to their velocity\(^{(c)}\);

**Explanation40:** Neutrino and antineutrino are just pieces that brake from a nucleus, so the direction of the collision that cause their brake dictate their spin direction and velocity; this Left/Right handed characterization is not meaningful for other particles that don’t travel at the speed of light, because they will be seen Left/Right handed by someone who travel faster in their/opposite direction (the observer will see the same spin but opposite velocities); but for neutrino, any observer can’t travel faster then light; and it gives us a good evidence that this theory is correct and any opposite charge or anti particle is just rotated oppositely (to notice that we should look at these 2 particles together and not separately);

Electron cluster contains 232,272 fold more G’s then neutrino; neutrino \(\omega(2)=0\); (no charge); thus it won’t interact with ordinary matter & it’s almost undetectable; but it has \(\omega(1) & \omega(3)\), so it has spin & it travels at \(c\); it’s produced by the sun in vast quantity;
**Property 41:** electron & photon collision: Compton

**Explanation 41:** Compton calculate the collision result of photon and electron by treating them as particles (using conservation of energy & momentum) it works so it imply that light can be particle. In this calculation if compton would have taken the photon and electron as a sphere particle he would get a wrong result (as the angle between them after any collision will be 90 degrees) implying that photon and electron are not spheres.

In atom, because of the many Ge’s, Gp’s all the γ energy is used to transform the e spin & velocity; like head to head/plastic collision.

\[ \Delta \lambda = \lambda' - \lambda = \frac{h}{m_e c} (1 - \cos \Theta) \]

\[ E = h \nu \quad \lambda = \frac{c}{\nu} \]

\[ \lambda' - \lambda = \frac{h}{m_e c} (1 - \cos \Phi) \]
**Property 42:** The sky is blue and clouds are more red (except at midday);

**Explanation 42:**
- The $\omega(3)$ of $\upgamma$ (frequency) particle (light) can be low = red < green < blue < violet = high. A higher $\omega_p$ $\upgamma$ particle will take up more space while moving (see precession mathematical background).
- The sun emits $\upgamma$ particles mostly in the visible $\omega_p$ (& more blue than violet).
- Our eyes contain cones that are more sensitive for blue $\omega_p$ than for violet $\omega_p$ (or higher $\omega_p$).
- We see the sky blue because blue $\omega_p$ particles will collide more often with small particles like air molecules, then red $\omega_p$ particles (as blue $\omega_p$ particles take up more space while moving).
- Cloud droplets are big particles, so the chance that a low $\omega_p$ $\upgamma$ will miss them is almost equal to the chance that high $\omega_p$ $\upgamma$ miss them, so we see them more red as rest $\omega_p$ $\upgamma$ already collide before, with the air molecule, but in midday (where the sun is up), we see the cloud white, because there is very little scattering when the sun up (less gas to collide on the way to our eyes and we see more direct emitted light than scattered light, because its direction).
**Property 43:** The more dense the material the slower (apparent velocity, which is the observed velocity in different materials) light travel in it; **Explanation 43:** the more dense the material the more electrons in it & more collision with $\gamma$ [explain prism & lens]

**Property 44:** The higher the $\gamma$ frequency the more slowly it will travel in a material. **Explanation 44:** the higher the frequency ($\omega$) of $\gamma$ the more space it occupy (due to its $\omega(3)$), so it will collide more times;

**Property 45:** If light is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence there will be no reflection; **Explanation 45:** this collision change e’s $\omega$ downwards, so when it collide with Gn or Gs it will emit $\gamma$ downwards.

**Property 46:** The reflected light of an unpolarized incident light is partially or fully polarized, when fully polarized it is always in the direction perpendicular to the plane of incidence; **Explanation 46:** the many Ge’s & Gp’s from the plane will effect the electron orientation, and this will effect the collision result with $\gamma$. 

The reflected light of an unpolarized incident light is partially or fully polarized. When it is fully polarized (always in the direction perpendicular to the plane of incidence), the incidence angle is called the Brewster angle. In such a case, the reflected and refracted lights are perpendicular to each other. Brewster angle $= \theta_B = \tan^{-1} \frac{v_1}{v_2}$.
Property47: Fermat’s principle: If a beam of Light travels from point A to B, it does so along the fastest path possible; thus sin(A)/v1=sin(B)/v2;
{because If v1&v2=apparent velocity in upper & bottom medium; the travel time:
t(x)=(h1^2+ x^2)^{(1/2)}/v1+((w-x)^2+h2^2)^{(1/2)}/v2; t is minimum when:
t'(x)=x/(v1* (h1^2+x^2)^{(1/2)}) -(w-x)/(v2* ((w-x)^2+h2^2)^{(1/2)})==0; or 
x/(v1* (h1^2+x^2)^{(1/2)})==(w-x)/(v2* ((w-x)^2+h2^2)^{(1/2)}) ; sin(A)/v1==sin(B)/v2;}
In this picture light travel more slowly in the upper medium as B>A}; But light is not smart, the real Explanation47: *This type of collision will throw the electron downward to Y velocity vector (mathematical truth); therefore: the more dense the material, the more electrons Y collide, and the more the emitted Y will directed downward*, and
the smaller B angle will be; and
the smaller v2 will be;
Thus when V2 become smaller angle B also become smaller. By: 
sin(A)/v1=sin(B)/v2;
Property 48: Photoelectric effect (see picture); If you take a metal and shine UV light at it, electrons will emerge from the metal with different kinetic energy that we can measure, a graph of the maximum of this kinetic energy as the frequency of radiation will have a slope that is equal to Plank constant: $h=6.626 \times 10^{-34} \, [J \cdot s] \, [m^2 \cdot kg/s]$; $h=4.135667662 \times 10^{-15} \, [eV \cdot s]$;

Explanation 48: If $\gamma$ particle with high $\omega$ (frequency) collide with $e$ particle it may eject it from the atom depending on $\omega$ of $\gamma$. Not on the number of $\gamma$ because the collision is between 1 $\gamma$ to 1 $e$ and the energy of $\gamma = h \cdot f$; by rule 11.

Property 49: Constructive and Destructive interference.

Explanation 49: If $\gamma$ particle hit $e$ particle & then after $n \cdot$ period ($n=1, 2, 3, \ldots$) second identical $\gamma$ particle also hit that $e$ particle (so they are at distance $n \cdot \lambda$) the effect on $e$ particle is double, because they hit $e$ in the same position and angles (Constructive interference), but if the second $\gamma$ particle hit that $e$ particle only after $n \cdot$ period/2 (so they are at distance $n \cdot \lambda/2$) the effect on $e$ particle is canceled because it hit $e$ in other position; The actual velocity of different $\gamma$ is different, but it’s a function of $\omega(3)$;
**Property50**: shining photons at increasingly thicker glass create a periodic reflection pattern: If we shine red photons to a very thin glass we will measure (using detector A & B) that 0% photons are reflected back to detector A. If we will do this experiment again with a little thicker glass we will measure that 1% of the photons are reflected back to detector A. & if we will continue to do this experiment with a progressively thicker & thicker glass we will measure that: 2%, 3%, 4%, ..., 16%, 0%, 1%, 2%, ..., 16%, 0%, 1%, 2%, ... of the photons are reflected back to detector A. So we always just add glasses and the percent of the reflected photons are goes from 0, 1, 2, 16, 0, 1, 2, 16, 0, 1, ... in a continues cycle. If in the experiment we will use different color of light (Ɣ particle with different ω) the thickness of glass that give 0% reflection will be changed but this pattern will repeat. **Explanation50**: when we add more glasses there are more atoms & the electron move to different energy level, the e particle place itself in different shell, as there are now more Ge&Gp particles from the other atoms, so now the e particle that get excited (get precesion) by the collision of Ɣ particle, will hit Gn & create Ɣ particle that will be thrown more to the direction of the detector. If we add more glass the e particle will move to a shell with properties (how many Ge&Gp get to e) that similar to the first case (with the thinner glass) and it will throw less Ɣ particle to the direction of the detector. The e particle shells change periodically as the ω of e&p particle is constant (Ge particle can enforce p so the total ω of p preserved, same for e).
Property 51: Each part of the mirror reflect light: If we shine light from a source (like lamp, not focus light) into a mirror we can see that the detector will measure photons from every part of the mirror but mostly from the middle (where the angle of incident equal the angle of reflection).

Explanation 51: This is because $\gamma$ particle will hit $e$ particle in all the mirror, and each $e$ particle has some probability to throw $\gamma$ in any direction depending the position of collision.

Computation using QED get around the complicated collision calculation like the Fermat principle of least action does. But its not the way the universe works.

These seperated small Mirrors reflect more photons, because we removed the Mirrors that their emitted photons cancel some of these photons;
Property 52: Behavior of light passing through single & double slit; Explanation 52: \( \gamma \) particle has speed \( v \) and frequency \( f \) so we can calculate also \( \lambda = \frac{v}{f} \); for him. \& 2 \( \gamma \) are in phase if their electric fields are at max at the same time point. So the current explanation of single & double slit experiments hold also if light = \( \gamma \) particle;

Slit is smaller then 1/100 inch wide.
Property 53: behavior of electron passing through single & double slit;

Explanation 53: The electron (Eu & Ed) rotates mainly about its y axis and precess so we can assign period, frequency & wavelength for it the same way we did for γ; and 2 e’s are at phase if they orient the same at the same time point; so the current explanation of single and double slit experiments hold also for electron; the double slit experiment work even if we shoot one electron at a time because this electron can collide with Ge particles emitted from the edge of the slits apparatus & be interfere with them (when we put detector to see from which slit it pass, the magnetic field of the detector prevent the electrons in the edge from interfering with the passing electron);

Property 54: light can increase/decrease magnet strength: Arthur epstein from ohio state university build a magnet from plastic by mixing 2 chemicals (vanadium hexacarbonyl [V(CO)6] and tetra cyano ethylene [TCNE]). Blue light increases this magnet strength by 150%; and green light reduces this magnet strength by 60%. Explanation 54: When γ hit e, it transform its spin direction (can be also from up to down) and moves it farther from the nucleus, there it can also stay for long time; in this material (there are more up spin electrons) γ1 may transform unpaired Ed2 to Eu1 and by this increase the total number of up spin electrons in the atom and increases its strength; γ4 may transform unpaired Eu7 to Ed4 and by this reduces the number of up spin electron and reduces the magnet strength;
Property55: Annihilation & pair production: If electron & positron collide they annihilate each other & produce a photon with a specific frequency (gamma ray). This photon can produce them again (pair production).

Explanation55: If \( e^+ \) & \( e \) collide at their edges they can brake apart to all of the G components that make them while transforming 1 of these G’s into photon with \( \omega \) in the gamma ray; \( e^+ \) & \( e \) pair production may occur by braking a proton or neutron using this photon. Same mechanism may used to other particles.

Property56: Gamma emission;

Explanation56: If the nucleus collide with very high \( \omega \) photon, it can get other precession, and then returning to its original precession by a colliding Ge. This Ge brake a piece (G) from the nucleus & emit it (so this piece (gamma photon, is rotated like the nucleus or like Ge).
Property57: Most probable location for electron in atom: For each atom e can be in: Energy level=how far from nucleus=n=(1,2,3..); in each n, e can be in orbital type=l=0 to (n-1); in l, e can be in specific orbital=ml=−l to l; in ml, e can have spin=ms=1/2 or −1/2;
Explanation57: Because e particle like electron has λ, the Schrödinger equation hold; because it assume that for electron: |p|=h/λ; E=KE+PE=m*|v|^2/2+U= |p|^2/(2*m)+U; and that electron can be described by the wave equation: Ψ(r)=A*e^(i*(k*r−ω*t)); So: −h^2/(2*m)*ΔΨ+U*Ψ=E*Ψ; still hold and all its predictions for the most probable location of electron including energy level, orbital shape & spins hold.
In the universe there are many G particles orienting and translating in all directions. The e & p particles have ω. In the atom the e particle and the p particle (nucleus) will play give & take with some G particles so the e will thrown to almost the same places all the time in a periodic manner (but not exactly the same places, because small changes in the collision angles, so it look, like the electron wonder randomly in a cloud that we call orbital)
**Property 58:** Precisely half full orbital gives stability (don’t want to loss e)

**Explanation 58:** In a precisely half full orbital all the electrons send many Ge, Gn, Gs particles to each other, thus it will be more hard to eject one of these electrons, because the many Ge, Gn, Gs will return him to its place.

**Property 59:** Hund’s rule: Hund’s rule says that for electrons in the same energy level, we put 1 electron in each orbital first before doubling them up.

**Explanation 59:** In order for 2 electrons to be paired, they have to stand vertically with respect to the nucleus, in order to send and receive Gn, Gs particles; and they need to move together, so a lot of order is needed, and when the orbital is not half filled there is less order; in addition when the orbital is precisely half filled the electrons interact with each other and the next electron will be send to its paired location.

**Property 60:** Aufbau principle: Aufbau principle tell us the order in which an atom will fill up its orbitals, it will fill up first the orbital with lower potential energy (closer to nucleus);

**Explanation 60:** Because the attraction at the beginning of the filling process is more intensive, because there is no shielding effect, the electron gets more Gp and less Ge at the beginning.
Property 61: Elements in same group behave similarly because they have same number of valence electrons (electrons in the outermost shell);
Explanation 61: The e particle in the outermost shell get less Ge, Gp, Gn, Gs then more inner electrons and thus they are more free to react;

Property 62: Ionization energy (the amount of energy it take to pull electron away, it will always be electron from outermost shell) trend (see table);
Explanation 62: The factors that dictate the ionization energy trend hold also in my theory. Nuclear larger charge = more Gp particles; Shielding effect = inner e particles that emit outwards Ge, Gn, Gs particles; The greater the radius, the less Gp particles (reduced by 1/R^2 as it’s a particle). If the sublevel is full it mean that all the electron there are paired and thus they get in addition to Gp, Ge also Gn or Gs (and thus need extra energy to remove them). All deviation from this trend can be explained by the stability of half full shell.
**Property 63: Electron affinity** [how much an atom wants to gain electron. disregarding the noble gases (full shells), F has the highest electron affinity will get full shell, Na, Mg don't want to gain electron and rather loss them to get full shell. exception to this trend can be explain also with precisely half full shells] and **Electronegativity** [the ability of an atom to hold electrons tightly. smaller atom like F with more protons for its energy levels (higher effective nuclear charge) will hold electron best (disregarding the noble gasses)] trend; **Explanation 63**: Same as ionization energy.
Property 64: At very high temperatures the electromagnetic force and the weak force become the same force (electroweak force) and at even higher temperature, the electroweak force and the strong force become a single unified force.

Explanation 64: By this theory all of these forces just describe G particles (or cluster of G particles) collisions, so it make sense that they can be unified.

Property 65: There is almost only matter and no antimatter in the universe (e and not e⁺ and p and not p⁺).

Explanation 65 option 1: G particle are not perfect spheroid, they contain an attaching structure in one side only; so only e⁺ and p⁺ contain this attaching structure in the direction of their rotation, and thus when e⁺ collide with itself it create p but if e collide with itself it won’t create any stable form (if p⁺ collide with itself it create tau particle) and if matter and antimatter collide they annihilate each other;

Explanation 65 option 2: When the black hole brakes into many pieces due to intermediate axis rotation at the big bang (see properties 73, 74) when pieces get hit by its rotation they become electrons and when pieces just slide out they become protons; their shape and number of G’s is in the most stable form for these processes;
In my theory I have provided a mechanism that explain why the speed of light is constant regardless the motion of the observer or the light source (see Property: Speed of light constant), {The core principle of this mechanism is that if e generate Ge particle every t₁ seconds; and if in every meter there are n₁ disturbing G’s; and if the actual speed of Ge → ∞ as e rotates super fast; then the time taken to remove all the disturbing G’s from L (the length between the light source to detector) is (n₁*L)*t₁=(total disturbing G’s)*time need to generate 1 Ge; and thus the measured speed of light=L/((n₁*L)*t₁)=1/(n₁*t₁)=constant=c; the motion of the observer or the light source will not influence the result because the actual speed of Ge → ∞ and any motion is much less}; the theory of relativity take this as postulate, so it’s correct and all of its conclusion correct, include time dilation and length contraction.

**Property 66: Time dilation;**

**Explanation 66:** In a stationary atom the traveling distance for Ge to reach p is shorter then in a moving atom and because the speed of light is constant, also the time that Ge need to reach p will be shorter in a stationary atom; & thus an astronaut that leave earth, and move faster then its brother on earth, will age slower, & when return it will be younger, because all the chemical process are determined by the exchange of Ge,Gp,Gn,Gs particles between e&p particle; {this equation is used in satellite clocks; If we travel 1year in v=c*0.99999; on earth pass 223 years} [T₀=proper time=measured by observer that is at rest (for decay particle the clock traveling with the particle)];

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed of:</th>
<th>v=m/s</th>
<th>(1−(v/c)²)²^(-1/2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fastest running human</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0000000000000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound in air</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>1.0000000000000650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water molecule at 100°C</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>1.0000000000002420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastest spacecraft</td>
<td>73,611</td>
<td>1.0000000030144910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth in space</td>
<td>390,000</td>
<td>1.000000846171440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electricity</td>
<td>287,800,759</td>
<td>3.571428472234590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastest Proton at LHC</td>
<td>299,792,455</td>
<td>7.068.6215059160000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light=c</td>
<td>299,792,458</td>
<td>7.068.6215059160000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
photon travel at \(c\), so it experience zero time \(T_0=0\) \{if an astronaut travel at \(v\rightarrow c\), even for a second, it will not experience any time changed and when come back to earth, he will see that \(\infty\) years pass here\}

**Property 67:** Length contraction: Both astronaut & earth observers will agree on their relative velocity, but each measure different span of time for the event, so they must also measure different distances; \(L_0=\) proper length = measured by observer that is at rest; \(L=\) contracted length = at faster speeds objects and distances appear shorter; \{an astronaut inside a spacecraft, moving at \(0.85*c\), measures the length of the ship as being 100m, how long does it look to an earth observer? \(L_0=100\); \(L=L_0*(1-0.85^2)^{1/2}=52.7m\); A muon travels 10,400km in earth's reference frame when it travels at \(0.998*c\) How far does it travel in its own reference frame? \(L_0=10,400\); \(L=10,400*(1-(0.998)^2)^{1/2}=657\); photon travel at \(c\), so for us it seen that it has no sizes (space doesn’t exist to a photon)\}

**Explanation 67:** In contrast to time dilation, length contraction is not an actual contraction in the physical length, the length only seen contracted for observer that is not at rest with respect to this physical length; because both observers agree on their relative velocity, but each measure different span of time for an event; so if a rest observer measure the time that took to the right side of a tennis ball reach a point in space and then he measure the time that took to the left side of this ball to reach the same point in space, and then by knowing the velocity (that they both agreed on) and by looking at its watch (which run faster then the ball’s watch) he can calculate the length and get shorter and shorter length with the increase of speed;
Property68: Increased mass at high speed: If we accelerate 2 protons at opposite direction to speed of 99.9999991% of the speed of light, each one of them will have 7000 times more mass and when they collide they can create something that is 14,000 times heavier than a proton; (at the collision point, LHC has a 3D digital camera that takes 14 million pictures per second); example 1 of such formed heavy particle is the higgs, which is 134 times heavier then a proton; higgs live for only 10^-24 seconds , it's created and disintegrated instantly into 2 gamma rays that fly from the collision point.

Explanation68: When a proton travel so fast it collect G particles by inserting them in between the G's that compose its clustered structure; but this heavier proton doesn’t live longer, because it is unstable, because this newly created particle will rotate about its intermediate axis (see mathematical proof last chapter), so it will brake soon after the creation and 2 of the broken pieces of G’s will fly and rotate fast, we call them gamma rays photons (and they are being used in the process of discover this and other new particles);

- What we call electron neutrino is a cluster of 2,199,995,720,977,971,152 G’s (em/232272.7) that its ω(2)=0; (no charge); thus it won’t interact with ordinary matter & it’s almost undetectable; but it has ω(1) & ω(3), so it has spin, with magnitude like the electron; & it travel at c; it produced by the sun in vast quantity or as a product of collision in LHC;
**Property 69:** The 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 3\textsuperscript{rd} generation particles in the standard model have the same properties like the 1\textsuperscript{st} generation particles (electron neutrino, electron, Down\&Up Quark (that make proton \& neutron)), but they are more massive and not stable (e.g. if we create muon (like electron but 207 times more massive) on particle accelerator it will quickly decay into electron and neutrinos).

**Explanation 69:** These heavier particles are formed by the process described in the former property; and therefore retain the original particle \(\omega\) (charge \& spin); (the neutrinos in the example are formed when the G particles components of the muon are getting closer together again, thus emitting the neutrino that has velocity of \(c\) and spin but no \(\omega(2)\)).

**Property 70:** Mass increased formula; **Explanation 70:** This formula was derived, using the constant of the measured velocity of light as a postulate; and therefore its derivation still hold in my theory; (this derivation may be the key to derive the density of G particle in the universe and their average velocity);

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>0.99986 (c)</th>
<th>0.999999996 (c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>60 (m_0)</td>
<td>11,180 (m_0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ m = \frac{T_0}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{v^2}{c^2}}} = \gamma m_0 \]
The following atomic bond properties can be derived from previous properties:

- Atoms that are bonded in covalent bond can come closer than atoms that are not bonded. The stronger the bond the shorter the bond. Bonds are weaker and longer between larger atoms.
- C atom (6p) forms 4 bonds, H atom (p) forms 1 bond, O atom (8p) forms 2 bonds...
- The strength of bond between 2 atoms increases with the difference in electronegativities.

Ionic compounds are characterized by high melting points & the ability to conduct electricity in the molten/gas state (but not in solid state). They tend to be soluble in water and usually crystallize as sharply defined particles.

- Covalent compounds typically have low melting points, do not conduct electricity, and are fragile.

The following metal properties can be derived from previous properties:

- In metal (element with low ionization energy) the outer electrons are shared between many atoms (Metallic bond).
- A metal element is typically hard, conduct electricity in all phases, opaque, shiny, and has good thermal conductivity. Metals are generally malleable, that is, they can be hammered or pressed permanently out of shape without breaking or cracking - as well as fusible (able to be fused or melted) and ductile (able to be drawn out into a thin wire) {because the atoms in metal have freedom to move around each other}. Metal have high melting point and high boiling point {because its hard to pull a individual atom because of the huge attraction from the sea of E}.

- Nonmetals (element with high ionization energy) tend to be easily vaporized, have low elasticity, & are good insulators of heat and electricity. Nonmetals tend to have high electronegativity & gain or share electrons when they react with other elements or compounds.

- Metalloid (element with medium ionization energy) has properties that are a mixture of metals and nonmetals.
The following electric properties can be derived from previous properties:

- When a current carrying wire is split into 2 wires, the sum of the currents of these 2 wires is equal to the current of the original wire.
- Copper can carry more current than iron, thus when we transfer a lot of current from copper to iron the iron will melt (the 4 outer electrons in iron will collide during the movement, copper has only 1 outer electron).
- AC = current that reverses direction periodically & continuously vary in magnitude.
- When we hold an electric cable with 2 hands without touching the ground, the current will pass only through the cable and we stay alive (electron in the cable are more free to move).
- When we hold electric cable with 2 hands without touching the ground & cut the cable between our hands the current will pass through our body & kill us.
- When we hold an electric cable with 1 hand and with the other hand we hold the ground, the current will pass through our body and kill us (the ground can make the outer electrons in some of the atoms in our body more free to move, even in comparison with the cable (because it contain many atoms & thus many options of electron movement), so some current will flow that way).
- Capacitor is a passive two-terminal electrical component used to store electrical energy temporarily in an electric field. The larger the surface area of the "plates" and the narrower the gap between them, the greater the capacitance is (because the opposite charges will stabilize each other and allow the accumulation of more charge).
- When 2 clouds collide many electrons move to one of the cloud & then the electrons will travel as Lightning to the ground, because in electricity electrons moves by the power of repulsion, and thus it need a place to move to, and the ground has many electrons that can easily move to other atoms.
The following light properties can be derived from previous properties:

- If we rotate the antenna to be parallel to the ground, we will see the electric field oscillating left and right and the electromagnetic wave will be horizontally polarized.

- In the wings of some butterfly there are layers that are separated at a distance equal to the wavelength of green light. These layers reflect light of all colors, but the waves of green light lined up together making the green more intense, & all the other colors cancel themselves out & we see it green.

- Sun burning require only specific wavelength or shorter to brake the C-C bond, longer wavelength won't brake it even if many photons of it hit the body.

- When an electron deflect due to the positively charge nucleus of an atom in the anode, the deflecting electron will slow down (decelerate) and therefore loss energy and this energy will be radiated in the X-ray wavelength (accelerated charge emit photons).

- Water molecule is polar (contain 2 different charges), thus, when a microwave photon hit a water molecule it will rotate it back and forth and cause heat.

- When a compound is subjected to varied frequency of IR radiation, some frequency are absorbed. The absorbed frequency correspond to the natural vibration frequency of the molecule (bending, wagging, stretching, twisting) & it can be used to identify the compound.
- Doppler-free spectroscopy: is a set-up that enables the precise determination of the transition frequency of an atom without having to cool the sample down to temperatures at which the Doppler broadening is no longer relevant (few millikelvins). Both laser beams are at the same frequency. If the atom doesn't move in the x-direction there is no dupler shift and both beams will interact with the same electron in the atom. The not chopped beam has more intensity, thus it will elevate all the electrons and then the chopped beam will have no electron to interact with so it will be absorbed and re-emitted immediately, so its intensity is unchanged. But if the atom is moving in the x-direction both beams will interact with different electrons and the intensity of the chopped beam will be reduced as it will absorbed and no re-emitted immediately but after some time, and some portion of the elevated electron will be return without emitting photon but due to collision with other atom. So when the chopped beam is returned in the highest intensity (and its happened only with the not chopped beam) its due to the fact that both photon interact with the same electron in an atom that is not moving, thus no dupler bourdening.

For hydrogen gas at 300 K, the rms velocity is about 2700 m/s. This speed corresponds to a Doppler shift of about 4 GHz, or a line broadening of twice that. This would effectively obscure the Lamb shift, since it is only 1.057 GHz.
Holography: the reference beam (A) is coherent (light waves are in phase) and the object beam (B) is not coherent; the reference & object beams create interference pattern on the film (C) that contain both intensity and phase information about the object; A + B = C; to see the image, we shine A on from the back of C; (C - A = B); if we cut the film to many pieces each piece will still show the whole object because photons from each part of the object will reach each part of the film; because the film contain phase information also we can see 3D (from behind and with dept);

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Photography</th>
<th>Holography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Photography is a 2-dimensional recording process</td>
<td>Holography is a 3-dimensional recording process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Ordinary light can be used for recording</td>
<td>Only laser beam should be used for recording (or) constructing a hologram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>It is based on lens systems</td>
<td>It is a lensless systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Amplitude alone can be recorded</td>
<td>Both Amplitude and phase can be recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Image is recorded totally</td>
<td>Image is recorded bit by bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Image has poor resolution</td>
<td>Image has very high solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>To get the positive of the image it needs printing</td>
<td>To get the positive of the image it needs printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>No need of vibration less table</td>
<td>Needs of vibration less table</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gravity option 1: (most probable)
While the particles of the magnetic field \((G_n, G_s)\) rotate mainly perpendicular to the particles of the electric field \((G_e, G_p)\), the particles of gravitational field \((G_l, G_r)\) rotate mainly perpendicular to both of them; So the electron/proton produce many \(G_e/G_p\), few \(G_n&G_s\) and very few \(G_r&G_l\); and both \(G_r&G_l\) attract \(e, p\);
So if option 1 correct, there will be 2 new rules:

**Rule 16:** Gravitational field generation: \([E_{u1}+G \rightarrow G_e, G_{s1}, G_{n1}, G_r, G_l; E_{d2}+G \rightarrow G_e, G_{s2}, G_{n2}, G_r, G_l; P_{u1}+G \rightarrow G_p, G_{s1}, G_{n1}, G_r, G_l; P_{d2}+G \rightarrow G_p, G_{s2}, G_{n2}, G_r, G_l]\);

**Rule 17:** Attraction: \(G_r\) attracts \(e\); \(G_l\) attracts \(e\); \(G_r\) attracts \(p\); \(G_l\) attracts \(p\);
{use my collision simulation to prove these rules; e.g. proof of rule 1,2}

**Property 71:** The gravitational force is \(10^{36}\) fold weaker then electromagnetic force. **Explanation 71:** Only very few \(G_r, G_l\) particles formed by \(p, e\) and their effect on \(e, p\) is very weak;

![Fundamental Forces Diagram](image)
Gravity option 2:
- When an e particle accelerates very fast and hits a G particle exactly at its edge, it creates a $\gamma g$ particle which is a $\gamma$ particle with a very high $|\omega(2)|$. This $\gamma g$ particle will cause the attraction of any p particle or nucleus (like Ge), so we call it gravity, when $\gamma g$ hits an e particle in any atom it will repel it so much that this e particle will be thrown out of the atom very fast, leaving the atom without 1 electron but in its original place. This event is very rare therefore gravity is a very weak force that affects only large objects. For objects in our scale the loss of an electron will be shortly compensated by getting a new electron from the air or environment.

Gravity option 3:
Each atom emits many Ge & $\gamma$ particles in all directions, if they hit a p particle in a far atom it will be attracted, but if they hit the e particle (probability much smaller as it is much smaller in size) of the far atom usually they won’t be absorbed (only specific frequency absorbed), so that far atom won’t move (see Doppler laser cooling property); the electron that gets Ge/$\gamma$ will come back to its place almost immediately by the many Gp’s; but if the nucleus gets these Ge/$\gamma$ it will move & the electrons won’t bring it back to its natural position as fast, because they are interacting also with each other (by Ge,Gn,Gs);

- Saying: “masses attracted because they warp spacetime” is equal to saying: “masses attracted because masses attracted”; because curving 3D space about time creates velocity. This is not an explanation;
Mass is just the number of G particle in the cluster particle;

**Property72:** Neutron star. Neutron star result from the gravitational collapse of a massive star after a supernova. Neutron stars are the densest and smallest stars known to exist. Their radius is 11km and their mass is twice of our Sun. Neutron stars are composed almost entirely of neutrons. Their surface temperature is \( \sim 6 \times 10^5 \text{ K} \) and their density is \( \sim 5 \times 10^{17} \text{ kg/m}^3 \) (density of an atomic nucleus is \( 3 \times 10^{17} \text{ kg/m}^3 \)). Some neutron stars rotate very rapidly, up to 716 times a second and emit beams of electromagnetic radiation. There are thought to be around 100 million neutron stars in the galaxy.

**Explanation72:** Neutron star formed when a big nucleus attached more and more protons and other nuclei and also electrons (see proton creation & electron capture process), because it attached many electrons it lost most of its positive charge \( \omega(2) \), it still has some rotation but its negligible compared to the intensity of \( \omega(2) \) & it’s mostly in the direction of spin \( \omega(1), \omega(3) \);

**Property73:** Black holes; while the maximum observed mass of neutron stars is about 2 solar (sun) masses. The smallest observed mass of a stellar black hole is about 5 solar masses. **Explanation73:** Black hole formed when a big nucleus attached more and more protons and other nuclei and then also little bit electrons, in contrast to neutron star, a black hole attached more protons and nuclei at the beginning, so it is capable of growing to a bigger structure;
Property: The expansion of the universe appears to be accelerating.
The velocity of galaxy away from earth \[\text{km/s} = \text{The distance of the galaxy from earth} \times 26 \times 10^{-19}\].

Explanation: When a black hole grows, it attracts a lot of stars that attract a lot of planets, so there are a lot of material around him. As a black hole is just a huge nucleus that rotates with \(\omega(2)\), at a critical point of its growing, its rotation becomes a rotation about its intermediate axis and thus it becomes unstable and breaks apart, and all of its braking parts are now also rotate about their intermediate axis, so they also brake and this chain reaction is what we call the big bang; as there were a lot of material around the black hole; there is now a lot of material around the center of the big bang; thus when this centered material cools down and forms galaxies, they will be accelerated outward, and the farther the galaxy from the center of the big bang, the faster it moves outwards because it is closer to this old material that was around the black hole.
$G = 6.67 \times 10^{-11} \text{ m}^3/\text{Kg s}^2$

$G = 6.673 \times 10^{-20} \text{ Km}^3/\text{Kg s}^2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BH mass (kg)</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Mercury</th>
<th>Venus</th>
<th>Moon</th>
<th>Earth</th>
<th>Mars</th>
<th>Jupiter</th>
<th>Saturn</th>
<th>Uranus</th>
<th>Neptune</th>
<th>Pluto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.6E+36</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Earth</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolving Black Hole (BH)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean radius (km)</td>
<td>696,342</td>
<td>2,440</td>
<td>6,052</td>
<td>1,737</td>
<td>6,371</td>
<td>3,390</td>
<td>69,911</td>
<td>58,232</td>
<td>25,362</td>
<td>24,622</td>
<td>1,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (kg)</td>
<td>1.989E+30</td>
<td>3.3E+23</td>
<td>5E+24</td>
<td>7E+22</td>
<td>6E+24</td>
<td>6E+23</td>
<td>2E+27</td>
<td>6E+26</td>
<td>9E+25</td>
<td>1E+26</td>
<td>1E+22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphelion [R] (km)</td>
<td>2.573E+17</td>
<td>7E+07</td>
<td>1E+08</td>
<td>4E+05</td>
<td>2E+08</td>
<td>2E+08</td>
<td>8E+08</td>
<td>2E+09</td>
<td>3E+09</td>
<td>5E+09</td>
<td>7E+09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital speed<a href="km/s">V</a></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G=R*V^2/Mass it revolves | 1.457E-15 | 7.9E-20 | 7E-20 | 7E-20 | 7E-20 | 7E-20 | 7E-20   | 7E-20  | 7E-20  | 7E-20   | 8E-20 |
- Dark energy (a proposed repulsive force that causes the universe to expand in an ever-increasing rate) is not exist, see former property.

**Property75:** Dark matter; Invisible forms of matter make up much of the mass observed in galaxies & clusters of galaxies; dark matter is invisible because it doesn't reflect absorb or emit light (it's electrically neutral);

**Explanation75:** The most abundant particle in the universe is G; most of it doesn't rotate and only translate; but some G particles can have some tiny, negligible rotation (compared to the huge $\omega (2)$ of the electron), this small rotation produce some Gr, Gl particles that are responsible for the extra mass observed;
Property76: CMB (cosmic microwave background radiation); CMB light (strongest in the microwave wavelength region) glows almost exactly the same in all directions and is not associated with any star, galaxy, or other object.

Explanation76: Immediately after the Big Bang there were no atoms so the formed photons just fly away or hit electron or proton and disappear; 378,000 years after, hydrogen atoms formed and now the photons can jump from one atom to the other, the temperature at this moment was 3000K so the photon wavelength peak was $\lambda=9.67\times10^{-7}$; (Wien’s law: $\lambda=0.0029/T$; the atoms were close at that moment so they collide and create light) these hydrogen atoms are the first atoms that fly outward from the big bang center; earth is located more close to the big bang center, so where ever we look in the sky there are these hydrogen atoms and they still send this old photons to each other and to us, but because they are moving faster then us (see property universe expansion accelerating) we see this photon red shifted as $\lambda=0.001064$; which is the microwave region; (even if some of these old photons hit the material that made earth just after the creation of the first hydrogen, these old photons will escape outwards over time, so the CMB that we see today coming from the far hydrogen cloud that move faster then us; it’s more probable that this CMB light goes many times between the earth & this cloud during the past 13.8B years)
Step 1: Immediately after big bang, there are no atoms so any created $\gamma$ will disappear by collision with $e, p$ or by going outwards;

Step 2: Hydrogen atoms formed & are close together, temperature 3000K, so by their collisions they form $\gamma$ of $\lambda = 9.67 \times 10^{-7}$; that now can be jump from one atom to the other and preserved;

Step 3: Hydrogen atoms (clouds) thrown farther from the big bang center in all directions and the distance between them increase (no more collision or other $\gamma$ creation);

Step 4: These $\gamma$ of $\lambda = 9.67 \times 10^{-7}$; are going back and forth between earth and the hydrogen clouds, but because these clouds are located farther from the big bang center their velocity is higher and the $\lambda$ of $\gamma$ thrown to earth become longer and longer each time; so now 13.8B years after the big bang we see $\lambda = 0.001064$.

CMB (cosmic microwave background radiation); glows the same in all directions and not associated with any object. Suppose to be $\lambda = 9.67 \times 10^{-7}$; but we see it as $\lambda = 0.001064$; The space doesn't stretch.
- The photon $\lambda$ peak for 3000[K] body is $\lambda_s=9.67\times10^{-7}[m]$; (Wien’s law: $\lambda_s=0.0029/T$) & its frequency $f_s=31002324405377.45[1/s]$ ($f_s=c/\lambda_s=299792458/(9.67\times10^{-7})$);

Option 1: (more probable)
The hydrogen gas cloud is located much closer to us (then $1.15304601059e+23$ km) and the CMB light is going many times back and forth between earth and this cloud for the past $13.8B$ years, & each time its $\lambda$ become longer and longer;

Option 2:
The hydrogen gas cloud is located $1.153046010596450e+23$ km away from us (at the edge of the observable universe) so its velocity ($v$) away from us by the Hubble law ($v[km/s]=d[km]\times26\times10^{-19}$) is $99.99983%' of the observed speed of light ($c$); $v/c=0.999998348040753$; So by the red shift law $\{\text{observed frequency} = \text{stationary frequency} \times ((1-v/c)/(1+v/c))^{(1/2)}\}$ we see this light in observed frequency $=281759828947.37$; (microwave region) $\{\text{A photon of } \lambda_0=0.001064; \text{ have frequency of } f_o=281759828947.37[1/s] (f_o=c/\lambda_0)\};$

- In general, galaxy or star that is farther from the big bang center, is formed earlier, it is moving faster outward, and its light is more red shifted not only because of its higher velocity, but also because its light is more old so it has more opportunity to bounce between this galaxy to other and in each bouncing the light become more and more red shifted; (these 2 reasons explain all red shifted phenomena and the explanation of an expanding or stretching space should be abandoned);
**Property 77:** Gravity force $F_g(r) = -g \frac{m_1 m_2 r}{|r|^3}; [N]$ $g = 6.67259 \times 10^{-11}$ $[N \cdot m^2/kg^2]$; **Explanation 77:** The more mass, the more e, p particles and more $\gamma_g$ produced; the force is reduced by $1/|r|^2$; as Gr, Gl, Ge are particles and $\gamma_g$ is produced by one event of acceleration and not by continues periodic acceleration (which create regular light);

**Property 78:** Gravity waves are predicted to have $\lambda = 10^{-20} m$ (frequency = $3 \times 10^{28}$); **Explanation 78:** The frequency of $\gamma_g$ is expected to be very high; Gr, Gl particles may also have high spin and thus high frequency;

**Property 79:** Gravitational collapse after supernova of a massive star that result in neutron star; **Explanation 79:** During supernova many high frequency photon & many Gr, Gl, Ge created;

**Property 80:** Photon is affected by gravity: When a photon leaves a massive mass, in order to overcome its gravitational force it losses energy and therefore its wavelength is increased, its speed remain the speed of light. **Explanation 80:** The massive mass attract the atom that contain the electron that emit the photon, so the electron moves in opposite direction and emit red shifted photon.

**Property 81:** Gravitational lensing; **Explanation 81:** When the gravitational particles $\gamma_g$ or (Gr, Gl, Ge) hit $\gamma$ it can attract it or repel it depending on the collision angle; we see only the $\gamma$ that get attracted as gravitational lensing;

**Example of gravitational lensing:**

Other collision results don’t reach us.
Simulations parameters for visual demonstration

In order to visualize the collision rules run in matlab: test140.m with the following input parameters (second & third line in test140.m): [it’ll generate: CollisionsData.txt (that can be open in excel for viewing the collision result parameters) & SimulationData.txt (this is used by the c program: main.c; so after running test140.m you should run main.c in c++)](these parameter are not the optimal parameters, but parameters that can be visualize)

\[ e + G \rightarrow Ge: \]
\[
Ce=1; \ AM=10; \ BM=1; \ As=[1;1;0.25]; \ Bs=[1;1;0.025]; \ %For \ Spheroid \ A,B: \ M=mass, s=size(s(1)=s(2)), V=Velocity \ in \ world \ frame, \ AV=[0;0;0]; \ BV=[-1;0;0]; \ AW=[10;0;0]; \ BW=[0;0;0]; \ AOIv=[0;pi/2;0]; \ BOIv=[0;pi/2;0]; \ Dg=[5;1.65;0]; \ %W=initial angular p \]
\[ p + G \rightarrow Gp: \]
\[
Ce=1; \ AM=10; \ BM=1; \ As=[1;1;0.25]; \ Bs=[1;1;0.025]; \ %For \ Spheroid \ A,B: \ M=mass, s=size(s(1)=s(2)), V=Velocity \ in \ world \ frame, \ AV=[0;0;0]; \ BV=[-1;0;0]; \ AW=[-10;0;0]; \ BW=[0;0;0]; \ AOIv=[0;pi/2;0]; \ BOIv=[0;pi/2;0]; \ Dg=[5;-1.65;0]; \ %W=initial angular Gp + e \rightarrow \text{attracted } e: \]
\[
Ce=1; \ AM=1; \ BM=10; \ As=[1;1;0.025]; \ Bs=[1;1;0.25]; \ %For \ Spheroid \ A,B: \ M=mass, s=size(s(1)=s(2)), V=Velocity \ in \ world \ frame, \ AV=[2.18;0;0]; \ BV=[0;0;0]; \ AW=[14.05;0;0]; \ BW=[10;0;0]; \ AOIv=[0;pi/2;0]; \ BOIv=[0;pi/2;0]; \ Dg=[5;-1.65;0]; \ %W=initial angular Gp + e \rightarrow \text{repeled } e: \]
\[
Ce=1; \ AM=1; \ BM=10; \ As=[1;1;0.025]; \ Bs=[1;1;0.25]; \ %For \ Spheroid \ A,B: \ M=mass, s=size(s(1)=s(2)), V=Velocity \ in \ world \ frame, \ AV=[2.18;0;0]; \ BV=[0;0;0]; \ AW=[-14.05;0;0]; \ BW=[10;0;0]; \ AOIv=[0;pi/2;0]; \ BOIv=[0;pi/2;0]; \ Dg=[5;-1.65;0]; \ %W=initial angular

For running the C++ use the free code::blocks 10.05
**My collision rules**

**Rule 1:** If $e$ particle collide with $G$ particle (coming from the right in the same initial $e$ orientation but in any heights & from any distance) it will transform the $G$ particle mainly into $Ge$.

For numerical proof see next page. {by symmetry the same is true for $e^+$ colliding with $G$, which transform it mainly into $Ge^+$}

**Rule 2:** If many $Ge^+$ particles (one $Ge^+$ after the other) collide with $e$ particle (at any heights) they will attract the $e$.

For numerical proof see 3 page forward.

{by symmetry, many $Ge$ particles colliding with $e^+$ particle also attract it}

**Rule 3:** If many $Ge$ particles (one $Ge$ after the other) collide with $e$ particle (at any heights) they will repel the $e$.

For numerical proof see 4 page forward. {by symmetry, many $Ge^+$ particles colliding with $e^+$ particle will also repel it}

These set of rules were proved numerically using my collision simulation program that run each time with different positioned particles, taking each particle as a spheroid & assign higher mass to $e,e^+$ particles then $G$ particle; $Ge,Ge^+$ are $G$ particle after the collision. Center arrow indicate velocity. Hollow arrow indicate collision result. rest arrow indicate rotational motion. The $\omega$ of $e$ and $e^+$ particles remain almost unchanged after the collision because of their higher mass.
Simulate collisions: \( Ce = 1 \);
\( Dg = [8; i; 0] \); \( \% \) for \( i = -2: 0.1: 2 \)
\( AM = 1000 \); \( As = [1; 1; 0.0005] \);
\( BM = 1 \); \( Bs = [1; 1; 0.0005] \);
\( AV = [0; 0; 0] \); \( AW = [28000; 0; 0] \);
\( BV = [-1; 0; 0] \); \( BW = [0; 0; 0] \);
\( AOIv = [0; \pi/2; 0] \); \( BOIv = [0; \pi/2; 0] \);
\( \% \) For Spheroid A, B: \( M = \) mass, \( s = \) size(\( s(1) = s(2) \)), \( V = \) Velocity in world frame,
\( W = \) initial angular velocity in rotating frame, \( OIv = \) Orientation Axis& Angle|\( OIv \) from rotating to world frame, \( Dg = \) from A mass center to B; \( AWw = AW \) in world frame
C code simulation

Matlab test134.m return SimulationData.txt for C & CollisionsData.txt for excel
Simulate collisions: Ce=1; Dg=[8;i;0]; % for i=-2:0:1:2
AM=1; As=[1;1;0.0005]; AV=[26103;0;0]; AW=[62270;0;0]; AOlv=[0;pi/2;0];
BM=1000; Bs=[1;1;0.0005]; BV=[0;0;0]; BW=[28000;0;0]; BOIv=[0;pi/2;0];
% For Spheroid A,B:M=mass, s=size(s(1)=s(2)), V=Velocity in world frame, W=initial angular velocity in rotating frame, OIv=Orientation Axis& Angle|OIv| from rotating to world frame, Dg=from A body mass center to B body; AWw=AW in world frame

If many of these collisions happened, e will be moved down and then another of these collisions will take it to the left.
Note that some collisions enforce the electron $\omega$ and some decrease it, so overall $\omega$ will remain unchanged;

See next page for the repulsion mechanism numerical proof
Simulate collisions: \( C_e = 1 \); \( D_g = [8; i; 0] \);
%for \( i = -2:0.1:2 \)
\( A_M = 1 \); \( A_s = [1; 1; 0.0005] \); \( A_V = [26103; 0; 0] \); \( A_W = [-62270; 0; 0] \); \( A_OIv = [0; \pi/2; 0] \); 
\( B_M = 1000 \); \( B_s = [1; 1; 0.0005] \); \( B_V = [0; 0; 0] \); \( B_W = [28000; 0; 0] \); \( B_OIv = [0; \pi/2; 0] \);
%For Spheroid A,B:
\( M = \) mass, \( s = \) size \((s(1) = s(2))\), \( V = \) Velocity in world frame, \( W = \) initial angular velocity in rotating frame, \( OIv = \) Orientation Axis & Angle\(|OIv|\) from rotating to world frame, \( D_g = \) from A mass center to B; \( A_Ww = \) AW in world frame

The text in the image is a description of a simulation scenario involving collisions between two spheroids. The parameters and variables are defined for simulating the motion and interaction of these objects. The text also notes that certain actions will be taken when a collision occurs, such as moving one object to the right when another object hits him in its upward or downwards section.
Mathematical Proofs: Spheroid precession

If a spheroid with dimension \([s_1; s_2; s_3]\) \(s_1 = s_2\) and \(s_3 < s_1\); rotates with angular velocity \((\omega\) in rad/second; in body frame): \([W_1; W_2; 0]\) or \([0; 0; W_3]\) there will be no precession, as the direction of the angular momentum \(L\) (in world frame) is equal to the direction of \(\omega\) for each time point. {because the moment of inertia tensor \((I)\) of the spheroid is \(I = M/5*[s_1^2+s_3^2,0,0;0,s_1^2+s_3^2,0;0,0,2*s_1^2]\); where \(M\) is its mass and \(L = I*\omega = M/5*[\omega_1*(s_1^2+s_3^2);\omega_2*(s_1^2+s_3^2);\omega_3*2*s_1^2]\); But if the spheroid \(\omega\) is in any other direction, then the direction of \(L\) will be different from the direction of \(\omega\) and the spheroid will precess (it’s \(\omega\) will change with time) {the reason lay on the spheroid shape which is not a sphere and that upon rotation while each point in it want to move in strait line it impose a force that change \(\omega\) and that unlike sphere it’s not canceled by the other points}\n
Example-1: spheroid with \(s = [1; 1; 0.1]\); \(\omega = [2; 0; 0.5]\); will have the following motion:

In the pictures:

\(\omega\)=Angular velocity in world coordinates.

\(L\)=Angular momentum.

\(z'\)=vector along axis of symmetry. Are drawn for many points in time.

Example-2: motion of spheroid with \(s = [1; 1; 0.1]\); and \(\omega = [2; 0; 0.1]\);

In general, observer in world frame would see \(z'\)axis(\&\(\omega\)) trace out a cone as it precesses about \(L\); the body cone (\(z'\)center) rolling along space cone; \(\omega\) is line where the 2 cones touch; \(\omega\) also precess about \(z'\);
To view this motion run the following matlab code:

Or run the following matlab code: & then the right bottom c code:
Example-3: spheroid with $s=[1;1;0.1]$;
$\omega=[1;0;1]$; initial $\omega$ in object frame; 
$Qi=[0;\pi/2;0]$; Orientation Axis 
angle$01v$ from rotating to world frame;

Observer in world frame would see the $z'$-axis($\omega$) 
trace out a cone as it precesses about $L$;the body cone($z'$center) rolling along the space cone;$\omega$ is the 
line where the 2 cones touch;$\omega$ also precess about $z'$;
The components of $\omega$ in the rotating frame aren't zero because when one writes these components, one isn't referring to measurements of the motions of the particles in the rotating frame (because, of course, the particles are stationary in this frame). Instead, one is referring to $\omega$ as measured in the world frame but whose components have simply been written with respect to a time-varying basis that is rotating with the body.

$$\mathbf{F} = m\mathbf{a} + ma'$$

Taking the first and second time derivatives gives

$$\mathbf{F}' = \mathbf{F} - m\mathbf{a}_0 = ma'$$

$-m\mathbf{a}_0$ = inertial or fictitious force

force not due to interactions with other bodies, rather, stem from the acceleration of the reference system.

$\mathbf{a} = \mathbf{a}' + \omega \times \mathbf{r}' + 2\omega \times \mathbf{v}' + \omega \times (\omega \times \mathbf{r}')$

transverse Coriolis centripetal acceleration

$$\mathbf{F}' = \mathbf{F} - 2m\omega \times \mathbf{v}' - m\omega \times \mathbf{r}' - m\omega \times (\omega \times \mathbf{r}') = ma'$$

inertial Coriolis transverse centrifugal force

Inertial forces acting on a mass $m$ moving radially outward on a platform rotating with angular velocity $\omega$ and angular acceleration $\omega < 0$. The $xy$-axes are fixed. The direction of $\omega$ is out of the paper.

$\mathbf{F}' = \mathbf{F} - m\mathbf{a}_0 - 2m\omega \times \mathbf{v}' - m\omega \times \mathbf{r}' - m\omega \times (\omega \times \mathbf{r}') = ma'$

real, physical force inertial or fictitious forces

inertial Coriolis transverse centrifugal force

$\mathbf{V} = \mathbf{V}' + \omega \times \mathbf{r}'$
in inertial coordinate system, \( \mathbf{N} = \frac{d\mathbf{L}}{dt} \) If we employ a coordinate system that is fixed in the body and rotates with it, the angular velocity of the body & the angular velocity of the coordinate system are one & the same; \( \omega \) is in the Intermediate I direction the motion can do a flip, Else the motion is stable; If I

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx}{dt} + j \frac{dy}{dt} + k \frac{dz}{dt} &= i' \frac{dx'}{dt} + j' \frac{dy'}{dt} + k' \frac{dz'}{dt} + \omega \times (i'x' + j'y' + k'z') \\
\frac{d\mathbf{L}}{dt}_{\text{fixed}} &= \left( \frac{d\mathbf{L}}{dt} \right)_{\text{rot}} + \omega \times \mathbf{L} \\
\mathbf{N} &= \left( \frac{d\mathbf{L}}{dt} \right)_{\text{rot}} + \omega \times \mathbf{L}
\end{align*}
\]

G94: If \( \mathbf{a}'(t) = -\omega(t) xa(t) \); then \( |\mathbf{a}(t_1)| = |\mathbf{a}(t_2)| = \text{constant} \); If \( \mathbf{a}'(t) = -\omega(t) xa(t) \); then \( |\mathbf{a}(t)| = |\mathbf{dt} \ast \mathbf{a}'(t)| = -|\mathbf{dt} \ast \omega(t) xa(t)| = |\mathbf{dt} \ast |\omega(t)|| |\mathbf{a}(t)| \sin \phi = \delta \mathbf{H} \ast |\mathbf{a}(t)| \sin \phi = \delta \mathbf{H} \ast y ; \) & if \( |\mathbf{a}(t)| = |\mathbf{dt} \ast y ; |\mathbf{a}(t)| \) is an arc of a circle with radius \( y \); & \( z \) is also radius \( \& z = y \); \( z^2 = y^2 = |a(t + dt)|^2 - |a(t)|^2 \cos(\phi)^2 = |a(t)|^2 \sin(\phi)^2 \); |a(t + dt)|^2 = |a(t)|^2 \ast (\cos(\phi)^2 + \sin(\phi)^2) = |a(t)|^2 ; \) |a(t + dt)| = |a(t)|; If torque=[0;0;0] in world frame; and components of \( \mathbf{L}, \mathbf{I}, \omega \) taken along the principal axes of the body (in the rotating frame): \( [0;0;0] = \mathbf{L}'(t) + \omega(t) \times \mathbf{L}(t); \mathbf{L}'(t) = -\omega(t) \times \mathbf{L}(t); \) \( |\mathbf{L}(t_1)| = |\mathbf{L}(t_2)| = \text{constant}; \) {By G94) & |\mathbf{L}(t)|^2 = constant = \( R^2 = I_x(t)^2 + I_y(t)^2 + I_z(t)^2 = \text{sphere radius } R; R = \sqrt{[I_x \omega_x(t_1)^2 + I_y \omega_y(t_1)^2 + I_z \omega_z(t_1)^2]}; \omega(t_1) \bullet \mathbf{L}(t_1) = \omega(t_2) \bullet \mathbf{L}(t_2) = \text{constant} = 2T; \{\omega(t) \bullet \mathbf{L}(t)\}' = \{\omega(t) \bullet \mathbf{I} \omega(t)\}' = \{I_x \omega_x(t)^2 + I_y \omega_y(t)^2 + I_z \omega_z(t)^2\}' = 2I_x \omega_x(t) \omega_x(t) + 2I_y \omega_y(t) \omega_y(t) + 2I_z \omega_z(t) \omega_z(t) = 2(\omega(t) \bullet \mathbf{L}'(t) = 2\omega(t) \bullet \{-\omega(t) \times \mathbf{L}(t)\} = 2\omega(t) \bullet \{\text{perpendicular to } \omega(t)\} = 0; G30); 2T = \omega(t) \bullet \mathbf{L}(t) = \omega(t) \bullet \mathbf{I} \omega(t) = \mathbf{I} \omega_x(t)^2 + \mathbf{I} \omega_y(t)^2 + \mathbf{I} \omega_z(t)^2 = I_x(t)^2 / I_x + I_y(t)^2 / I_y + I_z(t)^2 / I_z; 1 = I_x(t)^2 / (2TI_x) + I_y(t)^2 / (2TI_y) + I_z(t)^2 / (2TI_z) = \text{Ellipsoid } \mathbf{a} = \sqrt{[(I_x \omega_x(t_1)^2 + I_y \omega_y(t_1)^2 + I_z \omega_z(t_1)^2) \ast I_x]; b = \sqrt{[(I_x \omega_x(t_1)^2 + I_y \omega_y(t_1)^2 + I_z \omega_z(t_1)^2) \ast I_y]; c = \sqrt{[(I_x \omega_x(t_1)^2 + I_y \omega_y(t_1)^2 + I_z \omega_z(t_1)^2) \ast I_z]; \text{In the rotating frame } \mathbf{I} \text{ is constant, but } \omega, \mathbf{L} \text{ may vary; The allowed } \mathbf{L}(t) \text{ values (allowed motions), lay in the intersection points between this sphere ellipsoid; If } I_x > I_y > I_z \& \omega(t_1) = [\omega_x; \delta \omega_y; \delta \omega_z]; (\delta \to 0) \text{ then } R \approx a; \& R > b; \& R > c; \text{If } I_x > I_y > I_z \& \omega(t_1) = [\delta \omega_x; \omega_y; \delta \omega_z]; \text{ then } R \approx c; \& R < b; \& R < c; \text{If } I_x > I_y > I_z \& \omega(t_1) = [\delta \omega_x; \delta \omega_y; \omega_z]; \text{ then } R \approx b; \& R < a; \& R > c; \text{Thus, if } \omega \text{ is in the Intermediate I direction the motion can do a flip, Else the motion is stable;}
\]
if $\omega(t)=$ continuous, $L(t)=I_x\omega_x(t)+I_y\omega_y(t)+I_z\omega_z(t)$; also; So $L(t)$ has no path to flip in first 2 cases;

\[ \tau=I\omega'+\omega x I\omega=[I_x\omega_x'+(I_z-I_y)\omega_y I_x\omega_y'+(I_x-I_z)\omega_x I_z\omega_z'+(I_y-I_x)\omega_y I_y\omega_x]; \tau \text{ in world frame } \& \omega, I \text{ in the rotating frame}; \]

If $\tau=[0;0;0]: I_x\omega_x'+(I_z-I_y)\omega_y I_x\omega_y=0; I_y\omega_y'+(I_x-I_z)\omega_x I_z\omega_z=0; I_z\omega_z'+(I_y-I_x)\omega_y I_y\omega_x=0$;

If we rotate the object mainly about $\omega_z: \omega_x, \omega_y$ are very small and $\omega_z \approx 0$; so $\omega_z'=\omega_z I_x\omega_y I_y I_x$;

$\omega_x'=\omega_x I_y-I_z)/I_x; \omega_y'=\omega_y I_z-I_x)/I_y$;

If the main rotation $(\omega_z)$ is around an intermediate axis {I_x>I_y or I_y>I_x}:

$\omega_x'^\prime=G^2\omega_x$; \{$\omega_x'^\prime=\omega_x(+) (-) (-)/(+)$; or $\omega_x'^\prime=\omega_x(+) (+) (+)/(+)$; $G \in \text{real}$}; & $\omega_x=\omega_x(t)=ke^{Gt}; G=\pm\sqrt{[\omega_z^2(I_y-I_z)(I_z-I_x)/(I_y I_x)]}; (ke^{Gt})'=Gk Ge^{Gt}$

Else {I_x>I_y>I_z or I_z>I_y>I_x or I_y>I_z>I_x or I_z>I_x>I_y}: $\omega_x'^\prime=-Q^2\omega_x$; \{$\omega_x'^\prime=\omega_x(+) (+) (-)/(+)$; $\omega_x'=\omega_x(+) (-) (+)/(+)$; or $\omega_x'^\prime=\omega_x(+) (+) (-)/(+)$; or $\omega_x'^\prime=\omega_x(+) (-) (+)/(+)$; $Q \in \text{real}$}; & $\omega_x=\omega_x(t)=K cos(\tau t); or \omega_x(t)=K sin(\tau t); Q=\pm\sqrt{[\omega_z^2(I_z-I_y)(I_z-I_x)/(I_y I_x)]}; (Kcos(\tau t))'=-KQ^2sin(\tau t); (Ksin(\tau t))'=KQ^2cos(\tau t)$

Thus, if we rotate object mainly about $\omega_z$ & this is axis with smallest or largest $I$, rotation is stable($\omega_x(t)$ goes from $-K$ to $K$ only), but if $\omega_z$ axis is the axis with intermediate $I$, rotation is unstable ($\omega_x(t)$ increased rapidly with time);
In a general torque free motion, we have to solve these 3, first order, coupled differential equations numerically; with initial conditions: \[W(0); W(0); W(0)] = [1; 1; 1]; & time interval \[0 - 3.3\pi\] the matlab code is:

\[
[t, W] = \text{ode45}(\text{vdp1}, [0 3.3*\pi], [1; 1; 1]); \quad \text{ode45}(W', tspan, W0);
\]

\[
\text{plot3}(W(:, 1), W(:, 2), W(:, 3));
\]

**function** dWdt = vdp1(t, W)

\[
I_1 = \pi; \quad I_2 = 2*\pi; \quad I_3 = 8.168;
\]

\[
dWdt = \begin{bmatrix} W(2)*W(3)*(I_2 - I_3)/I_1; W(3)*W(1)*(I_3 - I_1)/I_2; W(1)*W(2)*(I_1 - I_2)/I_3 \end{bmatrix}; \quad \text{end}
\]

The kinetic energy and the magnitude of the angular momentum are constant of the motion and they constrains the angular velocity vector to terminate on 2 ellipsoidal surfaces intersection shown; \{value of T & |L| determined by the initial conditions of W\}

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\omega_1^2}{(2T/I_1)} + \frac{\omega_2^2}{(2T/I_2)} + \frac{\omega_3^2}{(2T/I_3)} &= 1 \\
\frac{\omega_1^2}{(L/I_1)^2} + \frac{\omega_2^2}{(L/I_2)^2} + \frac{\omega_3^2}{(L/I_3)^2} &= 1
\end{align*}
\]

G95: \( f \bullet (w x r) = (r x f) \bullet w; \{ \text{proof by matlab: syms fx fy fz}
wx wy wz rx ry rz real r=[rx; ry; rz]; w=[wx; wy; wz]; f=[fx; fy; fz]; cc=expand(dot(dot(f, cross(w, r)), w)) -
\}

\[
W = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{num}} \left[ \sum \left[ F_i(x_i(t)) \bullet r_i(t) \right] dt \right] = \sum \left[ \sum \left[ F_i(x_i(t)) \bullet (v_T(t) + v_{R_i}(t)) \right] dt \right] = \sum \left[ \sum \left[ F_i(x_i(t)) \bullet v_T(t) \right] dt \right] + \sum \left[ \sum \left[ F_i(x_i(t)) \bullet (\omega(t) \times r_i(t)) \right] dt \right] = \sum \left[ \sum \left[ m_i \int a_i(t) \bullet v_T(t) dt \right] + \sum \left[ \sum \left[ r_i(t) \cdot F_i(x_i(t)) \right] \bullet \omega(t) \right] \right] = \sum \left[ \frac{1}{2} \omega(t) \cdot \int \left[ v_T(t)^2 \right] dt \right] + \sum \left[ \sum \left[ \int r_i(t) \bullet \omega(t) \right] \right] = M \left| v_T(t) \right|^2 - M \left| v_T(t) \right|^2 = 0
\]
Rules

Rule 1: Electric field (ω(2)) generation: [e+G→Ge; e⁺+G→Ge⁺; p+G→Gp] ~Proved;

Rule 2: Attraction: [Ge⁺ attracts e; Ge attracts e⁺; p attracts e]; ~Proved;

Rule 3: Repulsion: [Ge repels e; Ge⁺ repels e⁺; p repels p]; ~Proved;

Rule 4a: Moving charge create magnetic field: [(moving e)+G→Ge+Gn+Gs; (moving e⁺)+G→Ge⁺+Gn+Gs; (moving p)+G→Gp+Gn+Gs];

Rule 4b: Magnetic field generation: [Eu1+G→Ge,Gn1,Gs1; Ed2+G→Ge,Gn2,Gs2]

Rule 5: The internal energy of each electron is constant; Internal electron energy=(eω(1)^2+eω(2)^2)*eM/5*(Gs1^2+Gs3^2)+eω(3)^2*eM/5*(2*Gs1^2)=constant;

Rule 6: Different electrons different spins (eω(1), eω(3)), but same spin magnitude; spin magnitude=eω(1)^2*(Gs1^2+Gs3^2)+eω(3)^2*2*Gs1^2=constant;

Rule 7: M. Attraction: [Gs1 or Gn1 attracts any Eu; Gs2 or Gn2 attracts any Ed];

Rule 8: M. Repulsion: [Gs1 or Gn1 repels any Ed; Gs2 or Gn2 repels any Eu];

Rule 9a: Magnet transform unpaired e: [Gn1+Ed2→Eu1; Gs2+Ed6→Ed2; Gs1+Eu5→Eu1]

Rule 9b: Magnet transform electron (not in atom) & emit same Υ0 with an increased probability as the e spin & magnet directions differ: [Gn1+Ed2→Eu1+Υ0 (100%)] [Gn1+Eu1→Eu1+Υ0 (0%)] [Gn1+Ed4→Eu1+Υ0 (30%)] [Gn7+Ed4→Eu7+Υ0 (80%)]

Rule 10: Magnet transform paired e: [Gn1+paired Eu1(Eu1*)→Ed2; Gs2+Ed4*→Eu1]

Rule 11: If energy of 2 Υ equal, their frequency is also equal: Υ Frequency=Cycles/t=(wo(1)^2+wo(2)^2+wo(3)^2*(2*Gs1^2/(Gs1^2+Gs3^2))^2)^1/2)/(2*π);

Rule 12: In atom, The total energy of each electron is different;

Rule 13: Few Gnx can be created in any atom only in specific locations;

Rule 14: Magnet transform entangled e&e⁺: [Gn3+entangled(Eu1&Ed2⁺)→entangled (Eu3&Ed4⁺)]

Rule 15: The magnetic force (Fm) on a charge (q) moves (v=velocity) through a magnetic field (B) = Fm=q*vXB;
Rule 16: Gravitational field generation: 
\[\text{Eu}1+G \rightarrow Ge, Gs1, Gn1, Gr, Gl; \]
\[\text{Ed}2+G \rightarrow Ge, Gs2, Gn2, Gr, Gl; \]
\[\text{Pu}1+G \rightarrow Gp, Gs1p, Gn1p, Gr, Gl; \]
\[\text{Pd}2+G \rightarrow Gp, Gs2p, Gn2p, Gr, Gl; \]

Rule 17: Attraction: Gr attracts e; Gl attracts e; Gr attracts p; Gl attracts p; 
{use my collision simulation to prove these rule; e.g. proof of rule 1,2}
The properties of the universe:

Property 1: Electric force on $q_1=F_{el}=(c^2*10^{-7}*q_1*q_2*r_{21})/|r_{21}|^3$.

Property 2: electron captured;

Property 3: Beta emission;

Property 4: nuclear fusion;

Property 5: Alpha emission & spontaneous fission;

Property 6: positron emission;

Property 7: The more protons the nucleus has (until 26 protons), the more difficult is to pull proton away from the nucleus.

Property 8: Moving charge creates $B$ at point $r$: $B=10^{-7}*q*(vXr)/|r|^3$.

Property 9: We can't separate magnetic poles, they always come in North & South;

Property 10: A beaten/heated magnet loses its magnetic properties;

Property 11: The magnetic force is the strongest at the ends of the magnet.

Property 12: In stern Gerlach experiment: When we fire silver atoms or nuclei of some atoms through an inhomogeneous magnetic field, we get only 2 spots;

Property 13: Insulator can be charged by friction but conductor can't;

Property 14: Charge can be transferred to conductor by contact;

Property 15: Current & Magnetic field properties;

Property 16: Superconductor stay locked in space, when put near magnet;

Property 17: Mirror reverse arrangement can have different properties;

Property 18: The earth has a magnetic field & it flipped every 0.5 million years;

Property 19: Accelerated charge produce light at $r$: $E(r,t)=-Q*ap(t')*10^{-7}/|r|$; $B(r,t)=rXE(r,t)/c$; $\{t'=t-|r|/c=\text{time before reach us}; ap=a \text{ perpendicular to } r\}$

Property 20: In vacuum: $\nabla \cdot E=0$; & $\nabla \cdot B=0$; $\nabla \times E=-\partial B/\partial t$; $\nabla \times B=1/c^2*\partial E/\partial t$;

Property 21: Magnet transform electron (not in atom) & electron emit same $\gamma_0$ with an increased probability as the e spin & magnet directions differ;

Property 22: Photon absorption & emission in atom in gas or other material;

Property 23: Fluorescence;

Property 24: Stimulated emission;
Property25: Transparency of glass;
Property26: Mirror property of Li;
Property27: Red material absorb all other visible photon but not red; green laser makes a hole in red balloon but not in green balloon;
Property28: Increasing temperature increase the: number of photon emitted & the most common frequency;
Property29: Speed of light constant;
Property30: blue/red shift of light from source coming to/from the detector;
Property31: blue/red shift of light seen (experienced) by a moving observer;
Property32: Malus’s law;
Property33: Standing electromagnetic wave;
Property34: Doppler laser cooling;
Property35: Bremsstrahlung principle;
Property36: Magnetic field can change the polarization of a photon;
Property37: Tunnel effect;
Property38: photons combining;
Property39: photon entanglement;
Property40: Left/Right handed particle;
Property41: electron & photon collision: Compton Scattering;
Property42: The sky are blue & cloud are more red (except at mid day);
Property43: The more dense the material the slower light travel in it;
Property44: The higher the $\nu$ frequency the more slowly it travels in material.
Property45: If light is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence there will be no reflection;
Property46: The reflected light of an unpolarized incident light is partially or fully polarized, when fully polarized it is always in the direction perpendicular to the plane of incidence;
Property47: Fermat’s principle: If a beam of Light travels from point A to B, it does so along the fastest path possible;
Property48: Photoelectric effect;
Property49: Constructive and Destructive interference.
Property50: shining photons at increasingly thicker glass create a periodic reflection pattern;
Property51: Each part of the mirror reflect light;
Property52: behavior of light passing through single& double slit;
Property53: behavior of electron passing through single& double slit;
Property54: light can increase/decrease magnet strength;
Property55: Annihilation & pair production;
Property56: Gamma emission;
Property57: Most probable location for electron in atom;
Property58: Precisely half full orbital give stability;
Property59: Hund's rule;
Property60: Aufbau principle;
Property61: Elements in same group behave similarly;
Property62: Ionization energy trend;
Property63: Electron affinity and Electronegativity trend;
Property64: Force unification in very high temperatures;
Property65: There is almost only matter and no antimatter in the universe;
Property66: Time dilation;
Property67: Length contraction;
Property68: Increased mass at high speed;
Property69: Properties of 2\textsuperscript{nd},3\textsuperscript{rd} generation particles in the standard model;
Property70: Mass increased formula;
Property71: Gravitational force is $10^{36}$ fold weaker then electromagnetic force
Property72: Neutron star;
Property73: Black holes;
Property74: The expansion of the universe appears to be accelerating.
Property75: Dark matter;
Property 76: CMB (cosmic microwave background radiation);
Property 77: Gravity force = $-g m_1 m_2 r / |r|^3$ [N] $g = 6.67259 \times 10^{-11}$ [N m$^2$/kg$^2$];
Property 78: Gravity waves are predicted to have $\lambda = 10^{-20}$ m;
Property 79: Gravitational collapse after supernova of a massive star that result in neutron star;
Property 80: Photon is affected by gravity;
Property 81: Gravitational lensing;
Particles parameters:
In the picture 3 different view points of each type of particle;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Mass &amp; Size</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>ω</th>
<th>v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>Gv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gn</td>
<td>Magnetic (North pole)</td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>[π/2;0;0]</td>
<td>[0;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gs</td>
<td>Magnetic (South pole)</td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>[π/2;0;0]</td>
<td>[0;</td>
<td>GnW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>Electric (+)</td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[0;</td>
<td>GpW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge</td>
<td>Electric (-)</td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[0;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gl</td>
<td>Gravitational</td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[</td>
<td>GlW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Gravitational</td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[-</td>
<td>GlW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[σ1;-</td>
<td>GeW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mass of G=Gm=1.78*10^-54 [kg]; Gs1=2.4*10^-18 [m]; Gs3=0.0*10^-18 [m]; Size of G=[Gs1;Gs1;Gs3]; Orientation to world coordinates (Front in picture) [rad]; ω = in body coordinates [rad/s]; σ = small number (+/-) { |σ| < |GeW| }; v = observed velocity [m/s]; Gv = Average v of G; c = 299792458 [m/s]; G based particles:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mass &amp; Size</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>ω</th>
<th>v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gm &amp; Gs</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>Gv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd2</td>
<td>proton (spin down)</td>
<td>pm &amp; ps</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[δ1;</td>
<td>eW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>proton (idealized)</td>
<td>pm &amp; ps</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[0;</td>
<td>eW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pu1</td>
<td>proton (spin up)</td>
<td>pm &amp; ps</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[-δ1;</td>
<td>eW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e⁺</td>
<td>positron (idealized)</td>
<td>em &amp; es</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[0;</td>
<td>eW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu1</td>
<td>Electron (spin up)</td>
<td>em &amp; es</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[ε1;</td>
<td>eW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Electron (idealized)</td>
<td>em &amp; es</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[0;</td>
<td>eW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed2</td>
<td>Electron (spin down)</td>
<td>em &amp; es</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[-ε1;</td>
<td>eW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mass of e = em = Gm * 0.51 * 10^24; Mass of p = pm = em * 1836.15; Size of e = es = [Gs1; Gs1; Gs3 * 0.51 * 10^24]; Size of p = ps = [Gs1; 2.4 * 10^-15; es3]; Orientation to world coordinates (Front in picture) [rad]; ω = in body coordinates [rad/s]; ε = smaller numbers (ε > 0); δ = smallest numbers (0 < δ); { |Geω| > |eω| > |pω| } e based particles:
Size of Neutron(n)=ns=[Gs1;ps2+Gs1;es3]; \( \alpha_s=[2*Gs1;ns2;3*es3] \); Size of \( \nu_e \) (electron neutrino)=ves=[Gs1;Gs1;es3/232272.7]; \( \nu_\mu s=[Gs1;Gs1;es3*3.33] \); \( \nu_\tau s=[Gs1;Gs1;es3*30.33] \); Mass of \( \nu_e=\nu_{em}=em/232272.7 \); Orientation to world coordinates (if it was in the big picture);  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mass &amp; Size</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>( \omega )</th>
<th>( \nu )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nd2</td>
<td>Neutron (spin down)*</td>
<td>(~(pm+em) ) &amp; ns</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[\delta 1;0;\delta 3]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nu1</td>
<td>Neutron (spin up)*</td>
<td>(~(pm+em) ) &amp; ns</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[-\delta 1;0;\delta 3]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha d2 )</td>
<td>He Nucleus (spin down)</td>
<td>(~(4pm+2em)) &amp; ( \alpha_s )</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[\delta 4;</td>
<td>\alpha_W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha u1 )</td>
<td>He Nucleus (spin up)</td>
<td>(~(4pm+2em)) &amp; ( \alpha_s )</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[-\delta 4;</td>
<td>\alpha_W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ved2</td>
<td>Neutrino (spin down)</td>
<td>( \nu_{em} ) &amp; ves</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[-\varepsilon 4;0;\varepsilon 5]</td>
<td>c**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veu1</td>
<td>Neutrino (spin up)</td>
<td>( \nu_{em} ) &amp; ves</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[\varepsilon 4;0;\varepsilon 5]</td>
<td>c**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_\mu d2 )</td>
<td>Muon Neutrino (s. down)</td>
<td>3.33*( \nu_{em} ) &amp; ( \nu_\mu s )</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[-\varepsilon 4;0;\varepsilon 5]</td>
<td>c**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_\mu u1 )</td>
<td>Muon Neutrino (s. up)</td>
<td>3.33*( \nu_{em} ) &amp; ( \nu_\mu s )</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[\varepsilon 4;0;\varepsilon 5]</td>
<td>c**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_\tau d2 )</td>
<td>Tau Neutrino (s. down)</td>
<td>30.33*( \nu_{em} ) &amp; ( \nu_\tau s )</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[-\varepsilon 4;0;\varepsilon 5]</td>
<td>c**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_\tau u1 )</td>
<td>Tau Neutrino (s. up)</td>
<td>30.33*( \nu_{em} ) &amp; ( \nu_\tau s )</td>
<td>[0;0;0]</td>
<td>[\varepsilon 4;0;\varepsilon 5]</td>
<td>c**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Neutron lifetime=920 sec;  
**the direction of \( \nu \) is opposite to the direction of its spin;  
- Mass can be treated as the quantity of G particles;
Contribute to the exploration & proofing of this theory:

1- By proofing any of rules 4-17 (use my attached simulation & books);

2- By transfer any money amount to my PayPal account: abitbolguy5@gmail.com  https://paypal.me/abitbolguy

It will give us complete understanding of how the universe work, how it was created and why, open the age of space exploration and help us build new tools that will be necessary to the survival of our species, that in the last 120 years start to arouse interest in the universe.

You also welcome to contact me directly at: abitbolguy5@gmail.com